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Alaska Marijuana Control Board 


Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office 
550 W i h Avenue, Suite 1600 


Anchorage, AK 99501 
marijuana.licensing@alaska.gov 


https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco 
Phone: 907.269.0350 


Form MJ-15: Operating Plan Change 


What is this form? 


Th is operating plan change form is required for all marijuana establishment licensees seeking to change a licensed marijuana 


establ ishment's existing operating plan, under 3 AAC 306.100. With this form, a licensee may request changes to as much or as little 


as desired of Form MJ-01 and/or the corresponding operating plan supplemental for the establishment's license type. 


The required $250 change fee may be made by credit card online (VISA, MasterCard, or Discover), or by check or money order. 


Please download, complete, and submit with this form only the pages of Form MJ-01 and/or the corresponding operating plan 


supplemental that contain sections that you are requesting to change. All fields that are left blank will be considered unchanged 


from the existing operating plan. All fields that are completed and submitted with this form will be considered as changes to the 


existing operating plan and are subject to board approval. Please do not submit any wholly unchanged pages of an operating plan. 


The form(s) that I am requesting board approval to change is: 


I/' I Form MJ-01: Marijuana Establishment Operating Plan 


D Form MJ-03: Retail Marijuana Store Operating Plan Supp lemental 


I/' I Form MJ-04: Marijuana Cultivation Facility Operating Plan Supplemental 


D Form MJ-05: Marijuana Product Manufacturing Facility Operating Plan Supplemental 


D Form MJ-06: Marijuana Testing Facility Operating Plan Supplemental 


This form must be completed and submitted to AMCO's main office prior to changing existing operations. The 


licensed establishment's operations may not be altered unless and unti l the Marijuana Cont rol Board has approved 


of the changes. Please note that licensees seeking to change operating plans for multiple licenses must submit a 


separate completed copy of this form for each license. 


Section 1 - Establishment Information 


Enter information for the licensed establishment. 


Licensee: Broken Dirt, LLC I License Number : I 10284 
License Type: Standard Marijuana Cultivation Facility 


Doing Business As: Catalyst Cannabis Company 


Premises Address: 5001 Eagle St. , Suite B 
City: Anchorage I State: !AK I ZIP: 199504 
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Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office 
550 W i h Avenue, Suite 1600 


Anchorage, AK 99501 
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Form MJ-15: Operating Plan Change 


As a marijuana establishment licensee, I declare under penalty of unsworn falsification that I have examined this form, including all 
accompanying documents, schedules, and statements, and to the best of my knowledge and belief find them to be true, correct, and 
complete. 


Signature of licensee 


Printed name 


[Form MJ-15] (rev 06/20/2016) 
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Department of Commerce, Community, 


and Economic Development 
 


ALCOHOL & MARIJUANA CONTROL OFFICE 
550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1600 


Anchorage, AK 99501 
Main: 907.269.0350


MEMORANDUM 


          TO: Chair and Members of the Board  DATE:    November 18, 2016 


          FROM: Cynthia Franklin 
Director, Marijuana Control Board 


 


RE: Changes to Operating Plan 


 
At its July 7-8, 2016 meeting, the Marijuana Control Board delegated the following standard 
marijuana cultivation facility application. After the meeting, the applicant submitted significant 
changes to the operating plan.  
 


1. License #10284 Catalyst Cannabis Company 
 
This tab contains the following documents: 
 


1. MJ-15  
2. Pages of operating plan changed as required by MJ-15 
3. Original Operating Plan viewed by MCB at the July meeting 


 
 
 








Alaska Marijuana Control Board 


Form MJ-01: Marijuana Establishment Operating Plan 
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Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office 
550 W 7th Avenue, Suite 1600 


Anchorage, AK 99501 
marijuana.licensing@alaska.gov 


https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco  
Phone: 907.269.0350 


What is this form? 


An operating plan is required for all marijuana establishment license applications. Applicants should review Title 17.38 of Alaska 
Statutes and Chapter 306 of the Alaska Administrative Code. This form will be used to document how an applicant intends to meet 
the requirements of those statutes and regulations. If your business has a formal operating plan, you may include a copy of that 
operating plan with your application, but all fields of this form must still be completed per 3 AAC 306.020(c). 


What must be covered in an operating plan? 


Applicants must identify how the proposed premises will comply with applicable statutes and regulations regarding the following: 


• Security
• Inventory tracking of all marijuana and marijuana product on the premises
• Employee qualification and training
• Waste disposal
• Transportation and delivery of marijuana and marijuana products
• Signage and advertising
• Control plan for persons under the age of 21


Applicants must also complete the corresponding operating plan supplemental forms (Form MJ-03, Form MJ-04, Form MJ-05, or 
Form MJ-06) to meet the additional operating plan requirements for each license type. 


Enter information for the business seeking to be licensed, as identified on the license application. 


Licensee: License Number: 


License Type: 


Doing Business As: 


Premises Address: 


City: State: ZIP: 


Mailing Address: 


City: State: ZIP: 


Primary Contact: 


Main Phone: Cell Phone: 


Email: 


Section 1 – Establishment Information 
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Alaska Marijuana Control Board 


Form MJ-01: Marijuana Establishment Operating Plan 


Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office 
550 W 7th Avenue, Suite 1600 


Anchorage, AK 99501 
marijuana.licensing@alaska.gov 


https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco  
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Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.710 – 3 AAC 306.720 and 3 AAC 306.755, and identify how the proposed premises will 
meet the listed requirements. 


Describe how the proposed premises will comply with each of the following: 


Restricted Access Areas (3 AAC 306.710): 


Describe how you will prevent unescorted members of the public from entering restricted access areas: 


Describe your processes for admitting visitors into and escorting them through restricted access areas: 


Section 2 – Security 



mailto:marijuana.licensing@alaska.gov
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Alaska Marijuana Control Board 


Form MJ-01: Marijuana Establishment Operating Plan 


Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office 
550 W 7th Avenue, Suite 1600 


Anchorage, AK 99501 
marijuana.licensing@alaska.gov 


https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco  
Phone: 907.269.0350 


Describe your recordkeeping of visitors who are escorted into restricted access areas: 


Provide a copy of a sample identification badge to be displayed by each licensee, employee, or agent while on the premises: 



mailto:marijuana.licensing@alaska.gov
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Alaska Marijuana Control Board 


Form MJ-01: Marijuana Establishment Operating Plan 


Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office 
550 W 7th Avenue, Suite 1600 


Anchorage, AK 99501 
marijuana.licensing@alaska.gov 


https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco  
Phone: 907.269.0350 


Security Alarm Systems and Lock Standards (3 AAC 306.715): 


Exterior lighting is required to facilitate surveillance. Describe how the exterior lighting will meet this requirement: 


An alarm system is required for all license types. Describe the security alarm system for the proposed premises: 


The alarm system must be activated on all exterior doors and windows when the licensed premises is closed for business. 
Describe how the security alarm system meets this requirement: 



mailto:marijuana.licensing@alaska.gov
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Alaska Marijuana Control Board 


Form MJ-01: Marijuana Establishment Operating Plan 


Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office 
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Anchorage, AK 99501 
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Describe your policies and procedures for preventing diversion of marijuana or marijuana product: 


Describe your policies and procedures for preventing loitering: 


Describe your policies and procedures regarding the use of any additional security device, such as a motion detector, pressure 
switch, and duress, panic, or hold-up alarm to enhance security of the proposed premises: 



mailto:marijuana.licensing@alaska.gov
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Alaska Marijuana Control Board 


Form MJ-01: Marijuana Establishment Operating Plan 


Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office 
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☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


  


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


Describe your policies and procedures regarding the actions to be taken by a licensee, employee, or agent when any 
automatic or electronic notification system alerts a local law enforcement agency of an unauthorized breach of security: 


Video Surveillance (3 AAC 306.720): 


All licensed marijuana establishments must meet minimum standards for surveillance equipment. Applicants should be able to 
answer “Yes” to all items below. 


Video surveillance and camera recording system covers the following areas of the premises: Yes No 


Each restricted access area and each entrance to a restricted access area 


Both the interior and exterior of each entrance to the facility 


Each point of sale area 


Each video surveillance recording: Yes No 


Is preserved for a minimum of 40 days, in a format that can be easily accessed for viewing 


Clearly and accurately displays the time and date 


Is archived in a format that does not permit alteration of the recorded image, so that the images 


can readily be authenticated 



mailto:marijuana.licensing@alaska.gov
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☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


 
 


Describe how the video cameras will be placed to produce a clear view adequate to identify any individual inside the  
licensed premises, or within 20 feet of each entrance to the licensed premises: 


 
 
 


Describe the locked and secure area where video surveillance recording equipment and records will be housed and stored 
and how you will ensure the area is accessible only to authorized personnel, law enforcement, or an agent of the board: 


 
 
 


Location of Surveillance Equipment and Video Surveillance Records: Yes No 


Surveillance room or area is clearly defined on the premises diagram 


Surveillance recording equipment and video surveillance records are housed in a designated, locked, 


and secure area or in a lock box, cabinet, closet or other secure area 
 


Surveillance recording equipment access is limited to a marijuana establishment licensee or authorized 
employee, and to law enforcement personnel including an agent of the board 


 


Video surveillance records are stored off-site 



mailto:marijuana.licensing@alaska.gov
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Alaska Marijuana Control Board 


Form MJ-01: Marijuana Establishment Operating Plan 
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☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


 
 


Business Records (3 AAC 306.755): 


All licensed marijuana establishments must maintain, in a format that is readily understood by a reasonably prudent business 
person, certain business records. Applicants should be able to answer “Yes” to all items below. 


 


Business Records Maintained and Kept on the Licensed Premises: Yes No  


All books and records necessary to fully account for each business transaction conducted under its license 
for the current year and three preceding calendar years; records for the last six months are maintained on 
the marijuana establishment’s licensed premises; older records may be archived on or off-premises 


 


A current employee list setting out the full name and marijuana handler permit number of each licensee, 
employee, and agent who works at the marijuana establishment 


 


The business contact information for vendors that maintain video surveillance systems and security alarm  


systems for the licensed premises 


 


Records related to advertising and marketing 
 


A current diagram of the licensed premises including each restricted access area 
 


A log recording the name, and date and time of entry of each visitor permitted into a restricted access 
area 


 


All records normally retained for tax purposes 
 


Accurate and comprehensive inventory tracking records that account for all marijuana inventory activity 
from seed or immature plant stage until the retail marijuana or retail marijuana product is sold to a 
consumer, to another marijuana establishment, or destroyed 


 


Transportation records for marijuana and marijuana product as required under 3 AAC 306.750(f) 
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Alaska Marijuana Control Board 
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A marijuana establishment is required to exercise due diligence in preserving and maintained all required records.  
Describe how you will prevent records and data, including electronically maintained records, from being lost or destroyed: 
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Alaska Marijuana Control Board 


Form MJ-01: Marijuana Establishment Operating Plan 
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☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


 


 
 


Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.730, and identify how the proposed establishment will meet the listed requirements. 


All licensed marijuana establishments must use a marijuana inventory tracking system capable of sharing information with the 
system the board implements to ensure all marijuana cultivated and sold in the state, and each marijuana product processed and 
sold in the state, is identified and tracked from the time the marijuana propagated from seed or cutting, through transfer to another 
licensed marijuana establishment, or use in manufacturing a product, to a completed sale of marijuana or marijuana product, or 
disposal of the harvest batch of marijuana or production lot of marijuana product.  


Applicants should be able to answer “Yes” to all items below. 
 


Marijuana Tracking and Weighing: Yes No  


A marijuana inventory tracking system, capable of sharing information with the system the board 
implements to ensure tracking for the reasons listed above, will be used 


 


All marijuana delivered to a marijuana establishment will be weighed on a scale certified in compliance 
with 3 AAC 306.745 


 
 


Describe the marijuana tracking system that you plan to use and how you will ensure that it is capable of sharing  
information with the system the board implements: 


 


Section 3 – Inventory Tracking of All Marijuana and Marijuana Product 
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Alaska Marijuana Control Board 
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☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


 


 
 


Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.700, and identify how the proposed establishment will meet the listed requirements. 


A marijuana establishment and each licensee, employee, or agent of the marijuana establishment who sells, cultivates, 
manufactures, tests, or transports marijuana or a marijuana product, or who checks the identification of a consumer or visitor, shall 
obtain a marijuana handler permit from the board before being licensed or beginning employment at a marijuana establishment.  


Applicants should be able to answer “Yes” to all items below. 
 


Marijuana Hander Permit: Yes No  


Each licensee, employee, or agent of the marijuana establishment who sells, cultivates, manufactures, 
tests, or transports marijuana or marijuana product, or who checks the identification of a consumer or 
visitor, shall obtain a marijuana handler permit from the board before being licensed or beginning 
employment at the marijuana establishment 


 


Each licensee, employee, or agent who is required to have a marijuana handler permit shall keep that 
person’s marijuana handler permit card in that person’s immediate possession (or a valid copy on file on 
the premises of a retail marijuana store, marijuana cultivation facility, or marijuana product 
manufacturing facility) when on the licensed premises  


 


Each licensee, employee, or agent who is required to have a marijuana handler permit shall ensure that 
that person’s marijuana handler permit card is valid and has not expired  


 
 
Describe how your establishment will meet the requirements for employee qualifications and training: 


 


 
 


Section 4 – Employee Qualification and Training 
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☐ ☐ 


 


 
 


Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.740, and identify how the proposed establishment will meet the listed requirements. 


Applicants should be able to answer “Yes” to the statement below. 
 


Marijuana Waste Disposal: Yes No  


The marijuana establishment shall give the board at least 3 days notice in the marijuana inventory 
tracking system required under 3 AAC 306.730 before making the waste unusable and disposing of it 


 


Describe how you will store, manage, and dispose of any solid or liquid waste, including wastewater generated during marijuana 
cultivation, production, process, testing, or retail sales, in compliance with applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations: 


 


 


Describe what material or materials you will mix with the ground marijuana waste to make it unusable: 


 


 


Section 5 – Waste Disposal 
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Alaska Marijuana Control Board 
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Marijuana waste must be rendered unusable for any purpose for which it was grown or produced before it leaves the marijuana 
establishment. Describe the process or processes that you will use to make the marijuana plant waste unusable: 
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☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


 


 
 


Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.750, and identify how the proposed establishment will meet the listed requirements. 


Applicants should be able to answer “Yes” to all items below. 
 


Marijuana Transportation: Yes No  


The marijuana establishment from which a shipment of marijuana or marijuana product originates will 
ensure that any individual transporting marijuana shall have a marijuana handler permit required under 
3 AAC 306.700 


 


The marijuana establishment that originates the transport of any marijuana or marijuana product will 
use the marijuana inventory tracking system to record the type, amount, and weight of marijuana or 
marijuana product being transported, the name of the transporter, the time of departure and expected 
delivery, and the make, model, and license plate number of the transporting vehicle 


 


The marijuana establishment that originates the transport of any marijuana or marijuana product will 
ensure that a complete printed transport manifest on a form prescribed by the board must be kept with 
the marijuana or marijuana product at all times during transport 


 


During transport, any marijuana or marijuana product will be in a sealed package or container in a 
locked, safe, and secure storage compartment in the vehicle transporting the marijuana or marijuana 
product, and the sealed package will not be opened during transport 


 


Any vehicle transporting marijuana or marijuana product will travel directly from the shipping marijuana 
establishment to the receiving marijuana establishment, and will not make any unnecessary stops in 
between except to deliver or pick up marijuana or marijuana product at any other licensed marijuana 
establishment 


 


When the marijuana establishment receives marijuana or marijuana product from another licensed 
marijuana establishment, the recipient of the shipment will use the marijuana inventory tracking system 
to report the type, amount, and weight of marijuana or marijuana product received 


 


The marijuana establishment will refuse to accept any shipment of marijuana or marijuana product that 
is not accompanied by the transport manifest 


 


 


Section 6 – Transportation and Delivery of Marijuana and Marijuana Products 
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Describe how marijuana or marijuana product will be prepared, packaged, and secured for shipment: 


 
 
 


Describe the type of locked, safe, and secure storage compartments that will be used in any vehicles transporting marijuana or 
marijuana product: 
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☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


 


 
 


Describe any signs that you intend to post on your establishment with your business name, including quantity and dimensions: 


 


 


If you are not applying for a retail marijuana store license, you do not need to complete the rest of Section 7, including Page 17. 


 


Restriction on advertising of marijuana and marijuana products (3 AAC 306.360): 


All licensed retail marijuana stores must meet minimum standards for signage and advertising.  


Applicants should be able to answer “Agree” to all items below. 


 
No advertisement for marijuana or marijuana product will contain any statement or illustration that: Agree Disagree 


 
 


 
Is false or misleading 


 
Promotes excessive consumption 


 


Represents that the use of marijuana has curative or therapeutic effects 
 
Depicts a person under the age of 21 consuming marijuana 


 
Includes an object or character, including a toy, a cartoon character, or any other depiction  


designed to appeal to a child or other person under the age of 21, that promotes consumption of 


marijuana 


 


 


Section 7 – Signage and Advertising 
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☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


 
 
No advertisement for marijuana or marijuana product will be placed: Agree Disagree 


 
 


 
Within one thousand feet of the perimeter of any child-centered facility, including a school, childcare 
facility, or other facility providing services to children, a playground or recreation center, a public park, 
a library, or a game arcade that is open to persons under the age of 21 


 
On or in a public transit vehicle or public transit shelter 


 


On or in a publicly owned or operated property 
 
Within 1000 feet of a substance abuse or treatment facility 


 
On a campus for post-secondary education 


 


 
Signage and Promotional Materials: Agree Disagree 


 
 


 


I understand and agree to follow the limitations for signs under 3 AAC 306.360(a) 


 


The retail marijuana store will not use giveaway coupons as promotional materials, or conduct 


promotional activities such as games or competitions to encourage sale of marijuana or marijuana 


products 


 


All advertising for marijuana or any marijuana product will contain the warnings required under  


3 AAC 306.360(e) 
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Describe how the marijuana establishment will prevent persons under the age of 21 from gaining access to any portion of the 
licensed premises and marijuana items: 


 
 
 
 
I declare under penalty of perjury that I have examined this form, including all accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best 
of my knowledge and belief find it to be true, correct, and complete. 
 
 
________________________________________ 


 Signature of licensee  
 


________________________________________ 
 Printed name 


   Subscribed and sworn to before me this _____ day of _________________________, 20_____. 
 
 


________________________________________ 
Notary Public in and for the State of Alaska. 


 
My commission expires: ____________________ 


Section 8 – Control Plan for Persons Under the Age of 21 
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(Additional Space as Needed): 
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		Licensee: Broken Dirt, LLC

		License Number: 10284

		License Type: Standard Marijuana Cultivation Facility

		Doing Business As: Catalyst Cannabis Company

		Premises Address: 5001 Eagle St., Suite B

		City: Anchorage 

		State: ALASKA

		ZIP: 99503

		Mailing Address: 6967 Laser Dr.

		City_2: Anchorage

		State_2: ALASKA

		ZIP_2: 99504

		Primary Contact: Will Schneider
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		Describe how you will prevent unescorted members of the public from entering restricted access areas: Catalyst Cannabis Co. will ensure its licensed premises will be selected, designed, constructed, and engineered to prevent unauthorized entry into restricted access areas by unescorted members of the public.  Uncompromised safety and security for employees, customers, and visitors will be significant components to the long-term viability of our licensed premises.  Our buildings’ security landscape will include secure facility entry points utilizing commercial grade, non-residential door locks and deadbolts with internal vestibules and separate service/delivery areas with secure bay, full visual screening of the public and restricted access areas from the exterior of the facility, and a secure storage room.  The interior of the facility will be segregated into public and restricted access areas containing secured zones including customer entry, reception space, waiting area, customer service area, office space, secure storage room, and employee break area.  The secure storage room will be for all marijuana, marijuana product, and Catalyst Cannabis Co. company assets and have safes and/or vaults with at minimum a GSA Class 5, TL 15, or TL 30 rating.  Additionally, the secure storage room will be reinforced and climate controlled, ensuring all marijuana and marijuana product is in a secure, locked area that will prevent degradation, diversion, theft, and loss.  Exterior perimeter walls, interior tenant separation walls, and dividing walls between public and restricted access areas will be enhanced with intrusion resistant paneling to enhance external penetration security.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will have a professionally installed security alarm and video surveillance system that allows for 24 hour continuous operational monitoring and video recording.  All facility interiors and exteriors (excluding bathrooms) will be intelligently monitored and our system will allow us to identify any person and their activities in (1) any area where marijuana or marijuana product is cultivated, sold, or stored, (2) all point of sale areas, (3) any room used to pack or unpack a secured container used to transport marijuana or marijuana products, (4) Catalyst Cannabis Co.’s security rooms housing our alarm and surveillance systems, and (5) all entrances and exits to/from the facility from indoor and outdoor locations.  Furthermore, our alarm and video surveillance systems will provide real time notifications of security events via text messaging and email to Catalyst Cannabis Co. senior leadership and authorized employees.  The alarm system will incorporate door contact alarms, intrusion deterrent panels, motion detection, safe and vault alarms, and glass breaks to provide for perimeter and interior protection.

		Describe your processes for admitting visitors into and escorting them through restricted access areas: Catalyst Cannabis Co. will ensure that when a visitor is admitted to a restricted access area of the licensed premises, an employee will log the visitor in and out.  An employee will greet and triage visitors, directing every step of the intake process.  At no point will the number of visitors exceed more than 5 for each licensee, employee, or agent of the company who is actively engaged in supervising visitors.  Each visitor will be assigned a badge with a unique color and number and the Catalyst Cannabis Co. employee will record in the organizational visitor logbook the visitor’s name, affiliated organization, reason for visit, date, time in and out, and badge color and number.  Any visitor to be admitted to a restricted access area will be required to present their government-issued identification when requested by our employee and no individual under the age of 21 will be admitted to restricted access areas.  It is Catalyst Cannabis Co. policy that every visitor must have a form of government-issued photo identification to include a driver’s license and/or passport to enter the licensed premises restricted access area.  A photocopy of each visitor’s identification credential will be retained in the visitor logbook with all other pertinent visitor information.  When visitors are admitted to a restricted access area of the licensed premises, a Catalyst Cannabis Co. employee will continuously visually supervise the individual(s) while on the premises.  Employees will be trained on safe and secure visitor escort practices focused on surveillance, product diversion, and facility compliance.  Every visitor will be clearly visible to at minimum one Catalyst Cannabis Co. employee at all times, either in physical time and place and/or digitally on surveillance monitors.  Upon visitor entry, a Catalyst Cannabis Co. employee will assess the nature of the person’s visit.  From building maintenance to regulatory inspections, visitors will be logged and supervised while on the licensed premises.  A Catalyst Cannabis Co. employee will oversee the completion of registration forms and visually account for every visitor during the process.  Once the visitor is approved to enter a restricted access area, an employee will escort the individual and before any employee is relieved of their visual supervision responsibility, a verbal confirmation of visitor hand-off must be established to the assuming employee.  Additionally, Catalyst Cannabis Co. will ensure that whenever a visitor is admitted to a restricted access area, our employees will ensure that the visitor does not touch marijuana or marijuana products.  A Catalyst Cannabis Co. employee will deliver the organizational visitation policies and procedures to all visitors upon intake.  Per the visitor escorting and visual surveillance protocols, each individual will be instructed to not touch marijuana or marijuana product while on the licensed premises.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. visitation conditions will be posted to the logbook each visitor will sign, acknowledging acceptance of our organizational policies regarding visitor rules and regulations.

		Describe your recordkeeping of visitors who are escorted into restricted access areas: Catalyst Cannabis Co. will ensure to maintain a log of all visitors to restricted access areas of the licensed premises for a minimum of 1 year (current license period) on-site and 5 years at an off-site location.  Visitors to restricted access areas will be documented according to Marijuana Control Board requirements and Catalyst Cannabis Co. organizational standard operating procedures.  A logbook will be securely filed on-site detailing visitor specifications, including their name, date and time of entry into the restricted access area, and a photocopy of their government-issued identification.  Access to any and all visitor data will be limited to authorized employees, senior leadership, agents of the Marijuana Control Board, or any other agent of any regulatory agency.  Files will be protected by physical, lockable fireproof cabinets and digitally encrypted passwords where necessary for virtual files that will only be available on a need-to-know basis to premise personnel and upon immediate request by the Marijuana Control Board.

		Exterior lighting is required to facilitate surveillance Describe how the exterior lighting will meet this requirement: The Catalyst Cannabis Co. licensed premises will have adequate lighting to support and facilitate video surveillance.  The exterior lighting landscape will provide high intensity dusk to dawn illumination to support exterior video surveillance camera fields, which will include the entire facility perimeter and the employee and customer parking area(s).  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will trim back/down all trees, bushes, and other foliage to ensure thorough visibility and eliminate coverage blind spots.  All security lighting fixtures will be able to ensure proper illumination levels in order to support viable image retrieval from the video surveillance footage and will have infrared capability.  All Catalyst Cannabis Co. facility security and emergency light fixtures will be tested regularly by our employees and certified by either local regulatory agencies or accredited third party contractor to ensure proper functionality and overall compliance.

		An alarm system is required for all license types Describe the security alarm system for the proposed premises: Catalyst Cannabis Co. intends on engaging a local security service provider to professionally install our security alarm, all cameras and associated wiring, and detection sensors that will be included in the overall security landscape.  Our alarm system will be interactive and intelligent, incorporating dedicated communication channels, tamper-resistant protection, awareness control measures, image sensing, video monitoring, access control considerations, and contemporary technologies in order to ensure maximum security and safety.  The cellular communication features of our alarm system will ensure reliable and fast communication without the need for a land line, battery backup power options, and secure broadcasting of critical messages.  Catalyst Cannabis Co.’s alarm system will also feature continuous monitoring and customizable notifications providing us with a mobile application for authorized users, instantaneous alerts, personalized user access codes, and historical activity reporting, with the capability to search for specific events, activity by sensor, or date and time.  The sensing system that integrates with our alarm system will include motion, pressure, and sound sensors, motion for spatial monitoring, pressure for windows and doors, and sound for perimeter protection.  

		Describe how the security alarm system meets this requirement: All Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will be trained on organizational standard operating procedures regarding all security logistics to include alarm system administration (arming/disarming), alarm system device management (cameras, DVR, sensors), and troubleshooting techniques to ensure all security equipment is 100% operational at all times, including after business hours.  Our alarm system and all associated sensors and detectors will be continuously monitored our local Anchorage security provider, who we hope will be either Guardian Security Systems, Action Security, or Arctic Fire and Security.  Additionally, Catalyst Cannabis Co. intends to engage USA Central Station Alarm for 24 hour 7 days a week security alarm monitoring.  USA Central Station Alarm has locations providing simultaneous service in Connecticut, New York, and Minnesota and Catalyst Cannabis Co. believes this triple redundancy reporting and national security monitoring is critical for a detailed data service.  Our licensed premises alarm systems will communicate with our security provider by GSM radio to the monitoring station(s), all of which will be UL approved.  IP reporting and grounded telephone lines will be utilized to their fullest capabilities to back up the GSM radio to ensure that communication to our monitoring station(s) will be real time while removing default delays during programming.  Furthermore, Catalyst Cannabis Co.’s alarm system, access control devices, and video surveillance infrastructure will be supported with an auxiliary battery system that provides full operational viability during a total AC power loss incident for up to 48 hours.  Each fixture of the licensed premises security landscape will be incorporated into the emergency AC generator landscape to ensure a redundant alert path to our security service provider.

		Describe your policies and procedures for preventing diversion of marijuana or marijuana product: Catalyst Cannabis Co. will ensure that all employees are trained on the detection and prevention of diversion of marijuana or marijuana products.  It will be the responsibility of any Catalyst Cannabis Co. employee that witnesses or suspects criminal activity to report this information to senior leadership immediately.  We will train our employees on common pharmaceutical drug diversion techniques derived from healthcare models focused on employee and patient safety.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. training will address instances of internal and external diversion practices, covering the marijuana and marijuana product movement process from seed to sale. And rotating inventory practices to ensure unpredictability and break routine behavior.  Employee education concerning internal diversion threats will include employee theft or pilferage, operational phase opportunities during the ordering, inventorying, disposal and/or dispensing of marijuana and marijuana products, and the personnel styles of diversion of either individual actions or collaborative teamwork.  Other mechanisms of product diversion that will be discussed during training will include employees manipulating point of sale parameters, “short filling” the customers allowable purchase quantity, employees placing marijuana or marijuana products into personal belongings like socks and shoes, pockets, wallets and purses, water bottle/beverage container, or body through their shift.  Training information will highlight these potential diversion avenues due to their difficulty in tracking because no retail transaction occurs.Additionally, traditional theft and robbery strategies will be acknowledged and addressed during diversion training as they may be utilized to obtain larger quantities of marijuana or marijuana product.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will have intimate knowledge of the operations of the licensed premises and levels of security employed, providing a myriad of opportunities to breach safeguard systems.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will strive to work with the Anchorage Police Department to continually revise our standard operating procedures and employee training programs to be proactive and comprehensively address diversion mitigation.  Employees will be educated on the spectrum of strategies to reduce internal diversion as neither supply or demand of marijuana or marijuana products can/will be stopped due to legally granted allowances for the purchase of retail marijuana or marijuana products.  Due to this circumstance, Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will be trained by security specialists, local Anchorage resources, and Marijuana Control Board inspectors to continually improve inventory controls to prevent any internal marijuana or marijuana product diversion.Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will be educated and trained in participating in a company culture of accountability for the security of marijuana and marijuana product.  To this end, all company employees will be made aware that the compliance department in conjunction with senior leadership will conduct regular internal audits of all workflow processes and procedures.  Internal company audits will include Marijuana Control Board, federal, and state law enforcement standards regarding onsite use of marijuana and/or marijuana product prohibited, disposal of marijuana and marijuana product reporting of source, quantity, and sales, using safe rooms, safes, and vaults for storage, utilizing a working alarm system, and ensuring the overall security plan is consistent with Catalyst Cannabis Co. standard operating procedures.  Audits will also entail standard compliance pertaining to records to be maintained, both physically and digitally, the disclosure of those records upon request by the Marijuana Control Board and/or federal/state law enforcement agencies, and the consent to have all company records inspected.External diversion practices that Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will cover in their training will include the recognition of prohibited acts regarding marijuana and marijuana product such as customers reselling their products in the community, established personal relationships with known criminals, the consumption of marijuana and/or marijuana product on the licensed premises or public space, or the use of alcohol, inhalant, or any other controlled substance on the licensed premises.  Our employees, according to job description and function, will have limited authorized access within the licensed premises to include critical operational areas in which marijuana and marijuana product is handled, processed, and stored.  Employees will be taught that while limited access to marijuana and marijuana product is sacrificed for logistical convenience, Catalyst Cannabis Co.’s priorities are to securely dispense marijuana and marijuana product to qualifying customers while protecting and ensuring public safety.  All marijuana and marijuana product packaging and physical logbooks will feature tamper-evident tape, child-resistant lids, and zip tie locks on containers when applicable and any aspect of these security devices found adulterated will be reviewed on recorded security surveillance camera footage.  Furthermore, all waste disposal processes will be visually audited both by an in-person inspector and/or recorded video footage.  Employees will be trained to understand that trash receptacles and dumpsters are common staging areas for diversion, which is why Catalyst Cannabis Co. will implement clear trash bags and locked dumpsters.  It will be company policy that the same employee tasked with documenting waste weights/amounts and unused/expired marijuana or marijuana product for disposal will not be responsible for physically processing the marijuana or marijuana product to its ultimate disposal.In the event of a discrepancy between weight/amount of marijuana or marijuana product dispensed, stored, and/or accounted for, Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will immediately perform an internal audit to determine the source of discrepancy by viewing video surveillance footage, reviewing all operational logs, and creating a missing inventory report.  If it is determined the discrepancy is due to theft of diversion, senior leadership will immediately be notified.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will cooperate with any Marijuana Control Board and/or Anchorage Police Department investigations or directives.  The detection and prevention of diversion of marijuana or marijuana product is recognized as a public safety and health concern and our employees will be thoroughly trained in all aspects of quality control and product security.

		Describe your policies and procedures for preventing loitering: Public safety and safe access to marijuana and marijuana products are paramount to Catalyst Cannabis Co.’s operating plan.  To this end, it is of the utmost importance to employ strategies that prevent and deter crime in our community and immediate area surrounding our licensed premises.  We will position and mount all external cameras and lighting fixtures in clear view of the public to establish video surveillance monitoring activities and illumination identification capabilities.  Additionally, we intend to place signs inside and outside of our buildings that read “NOTICE this area is under 24 hour video surveillance” and “No loitering or soliciting on this property” to alert all persons of company policy and potential legal actions.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will not tolerate loitering of any kind by minors, qualified customers, and the general public to include solicitors, panhandlers, and homeless individuals.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will ensure that its security plan and strategies include the mitigation of loitering by implementing practices that eliminate the causes of loitering to include addressing reclining/sleeping spots, the availability of food access in the area, reducing and/or eliminating (where allowable) cigarette smoking locations, and customer/employee parking lot activities.  Furthermore, we intend on implementing security fencing where needed, commercial grade deadbolts and locks, motion and pressure sensors if supportable, and an overall crime prevention through environmental design approach.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will train employees to not confront any irate, aggressive, hostile persons or large group of individuals and to call the Anchorage Police Department should law enforcement intervention be required.

		switch and duress panic or holdup alarm to enhance security of the proposed premises: All Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will be trained on our organizational standard operating procedures regarding security logistics and administration to include auxiliary security devices such as motion detectors, pressure switches, and duress/panic alarms.  Spatial motion detectors, pressure sensors, and sound sensors will be strategically positioned throughout our licensed premises as allowable and where needed (on windows, around doors, ceiling penetration points, and individual building rooms). Where appropriate and allowable on our licensed premises, we will install duress/panic buttons to enable Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees to immediately notify the security monitoring center and the Anchorage Police Department if necessary.  The duress/panic alarms will be programmed to provide a local audible sounder and a notification to our alarm monitoring station that an emergency crisis situation is occurring.  The monitoring station will fore-go any notifications to the predetermined call priority list and to call the Anchorage Police Department directly, informing of the situation and location that initiated the signal.  All duress/panic buttons will be strategically positioned based on ingress and egress points, shipping and receiving areas, and the cash exchange zones.  Additionally, the duress/panic alarm system will also be programmed to initiate silent alarms and depending on the circumstance and situation, the duress/panic alarm system can be modified as necessary.  Our highly integrative and intelligent security landscape will include smoke, heat, and carbon monoxide sensors that will always be active, regardless of the systems state of armed or disarmed.  If a sensor activates the system, a local audible pulse is sounded and communication to the system monitoring station will identify the specific zone(s) impacted and type of alarm signaled.  The Catalyst Cannabis Co. security infrastructure panels will be programmed to communicate an AC power loss condition as well.  The licensed premises will have a 48-hour battery backup for all security landscape components, and the security and lighting systems will be integrated into the facility’s emergency generator system.

		automatic or electronic notification system alerts a local law enforcement agency of an unauthorized breach of security: All Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees and senior leadership will be trained on our organizational policy of fully cooperating with the Marijuana Control Board, Anchorage Police Department, any local or state of Alaska regulatory agency, and any federal regulatory agency.  Additionally, we will cooperate with any regulatory or law enforcement investigation(s) or directive(s), which includes Catalyst Cannabis Co. cordoning off any area of the licensed premises that is critical to an investigation and will preserve the integrity of the area until investigators arrive on the scene.  Our emergency policies and procedures dictate that a Catalyst Cannabis Co. authorized employee will serve as the person in charge in the event of an emergency situation due to an automatic or electronic notification to the Anchorage Police Department of an unauthorized breach of security.  Upon the initiation of a notification to the Anchorage Police Department requesting assistance, if possible, all Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will safely evacuate all customers on the licensed premises.  Upon arrival of the Anchorage Police Department or Marijuana Control Board, Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will acquiesce to all requests by law enforcement personnel to include granting access to all restricted access areas on the licensed premises, all business records if needed, all security video equipment and storage areas, all digital files requiring passwords, and any other request for information, material, or product they may be needed to handle an ongoing situation or investigation.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will ensure an organizational investigation is conducted as well in order to train employees and prevent future emergency situations.  The investigation will commence within 1 business day of the security breach and will be conducted in concert with information ascertained from the Marijuana Control Board, local law enforcement, and our organizational compliance department.  We will interview the employee(s) involved and review all surveillance systems to include product and personnel reports generated by the MJ Freeway software and licensed premises alarm system that will then be delivered to the Marijuana Control Board.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will comply with the police investigation and will help direst its conclusion by providing all relevant documents, visitor logs, video records, inventory control logs, and full access to all security protocols and organizational standard operating procedures.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will remain closed to the public and/or employees as necessary in order for any law enforcement agency to conduct their operations.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will only reopen for customers and/or employees once we have received permission and clearance from the Marijuana Control Board and Anchorage Police Department.

		licensed premises or within 20 feet of each entrance to the licensed premises: Catalyst Cannabis Co. will ensure that all video surveillance cameras at its licensed premises will be positioned to produce a clear view adequate to identify any individual inside the licensed premises or within 20 feet of each entrance to the licensed premises.  We will implement the deter, deny, detect, record analyze strategic security model to ensure notices advising all persons of the ongoing video surveillance operations and will post such signs conspicuously in and around the interior and exterior of the licensed premises clearly reading “Activity inside this facility is subjected to video surveillance” and “Premises under video surveillance”.  On the interior of the licensed premises, video cameras will be placed in low and high risk areas alike, establishing clear sight lines at every entrance, in every vestibule, on every point of sale register, at secure storage rooms, in employee break rooms, and otherwise in every room of the building (except bathrooms) to ensure more than adequate visual coverage of the licensed premises.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will also ensure that a surveillance camera will be located and operated to capture activity at each entrance and exit to and from the licensed premises.  Exterior egress cameras will be positioned to capture persons within 20 feet of any entrance or exit, and will have designated view angles featuring 360-degree perspectives.  Surveillance cameras will also be positioned on the interior of the building at all ingress/egress points, ensuring the capture of facial characteristics of any individual entering or exiting the building.  All exterior cameras will be mounted below any lighting fixtures to mitigate camera image blooming and ensure quality picture resolution.  We will ensure a surveillance camera will capture activity at each entrance to restricted access areas where marijuana or marijuana product is packaged, tested, processed, stored, or dispensed.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will ensure security cameras are maintained at all ingress/egress points, hallways and storage areas, and public and operational zones.  Video surveillance will be maintained for all marijuana exchange and cash transactions areas.  The licensed premises shipping and receiving processes will always be conducted on camera and where applicable, lighting will automatically illuminate to guarantee quality video coverage that is unobstructed and appropriately contrasting.

		and how you will ensure the area is accessible only to authorized personnel law enforcement or an agent of the board: Catalyst Cannabis Co. will ensure that all video surveillance cameras at its licensed premises will be positioned to produce a clear view adequate to identify any individual inside the licensed premises or within 20 feet of each entrance to the licensed premises.  We will implement the deter, deny, detect, record analyze strategic security model to ensure notices advising all persons of the ongoing video surveillance operations and will post such signs conspicuously in and around the interior and exterior of the licensed premises clearly reading “Activity inside this facility is subjected to video surveillance” and “Premises under video surveillance”.  On the interior of the licensed premises, video cameras will be placed in low and high risk areas alike, establishing clear sight lines at every entrance, in every vestibule, on every point of sale register, at secure storage rooms, in employee break rooms, and otherwise in every room of the building (except bathrooms) to ensure more than adequate visual coverage of the licensed premises.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will also ensure that a surveillance camera will be located and operated to capture activity at each entrance and exit to and from the licensed premises.  Exterior egress cameras will be positioned to capture persons within 20 feet of any entrance or exit, and will have designated view angles featuring 360-degree perspectives.  Surveillance cameras will also be positioned on the interior of the building at all ingress/egress points, ensuring the capture of facial characteristics of any individual entering or exiting the building.  All exterior cameras will be mounted below any lighting fixtures to mitigate camera image blooming and ensure quality picture resolution.  We will ensure a surveillance camera will capture activity at each entrance to restricted access areas where marijuana or marijuana product is packaged, tested, processed, stored, or dispensed.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will ensure security cameras are maintained at all ingress/egress points, hallways and storage areas, and public and operational zones.  Video surveillance will be maintained for all marijuana exchange and cash transactions areas.  The licensed premises shipping and receiving processes will always be conducted on camera and where applicable, lighting will automatically illuminate to guarantee quality video coverage that is unobstructed and appropriately contrasting.

		information with the system the board implements: Catalyst Cannabis Co. will utilize the MJ Freeway seed to sale software tracking system that will be capable of sharing information with the state system the Marijuana Control Board implements.  Initial conversation has the Marijuana Control Board selecting Florida-based software company Franwell, developer of the METRC program implemented in the Colorado marijuana markets.  MJ Freeway has a proven record of being capable to seamlessly integrate with Franwell’s METRC program.  The MJ Freeway system will establish a perpetual inventory control system that identifies and tracks our stock inventory of marijuana and marijuana products from the time it is propagated in our cultivation facility to the time it is sold to a qualifying customer.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. is committed to ensuring that we (1) accurately track our inventory, (2) allow the Marijuana Control Board real time, 24 hour access to our inventory tracking system, (3) provide a safe and secure chain of custody for our product with clear safeguards and protections against diversion, (4) comply with product sales limits, and (5) have a clear protocol for dealing with any breach of failure of our inventory tracking system, including suspending operations and notifying the Marijuana Control Board.  MJ Freeway has a proven track record in the cannabis industry since 2010, is the seed to sale software of choice in 23 legalized marijuana states across the country, and has had implementation success on the international level in countries such as Canada, Australia, and Spain.  By utilizing the MJ Freeway software suite, we will not only have the ability to track our inventory, but also monitor our product from seed propagation or micro propagation to sale or destruction.  The system will interface with the Marijuana Control Board’s computer software tracking system so as to track and Catalyst Cannabis Co. inventory movement and customer purchases in the state of Alaska.  All Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will use MJ Freeway to automate operational tasks increasing efficiency, accuracy, and upholding legal compliance requirements.Catalyst Cannabis Co. evaluated several potential marijuana inventory tracking software programs (including products offered by BioTrackTHC, MMJ Menu, WebJoint, and Leaf Logix).  We ultimately selected the MJ Freeway system because it offers the best and most comprehensive features when it comes to tracking plants, streamlining work-flow, creating custom data reports, and providing point of sale service.  The MJ Freeway system is highly accurate and issues a unique, non-repeating identification number for each and every plant and product package.  Every identifier is then associated with a quantity that is capable of being measured in multiple ways (discretely, pre-assigned, categorical), creating an unbroken audit trail.  This type of capability allows an authorized user, including the Marijuana Control Board, to select an identification number and backwards trace the plant and/or product’s lineage.  This system will allow Catalyst Cannabis Co. and the Marijuana Control Board to know the location and status of each and every plant and product in our inventory at all times (in our cultivation facility, retail marijuana store, in transit from our cultivation facility to a testing laboratory or retail marijuana store, sold to a customer, and disposed/destruction processes).  Our MJ Freeway system will have real time, 24 hour access to information regarding the total amount of marijuana in the possession of all Catalyst Cannabis Co. licensed premises, the total amount of marijuana products, the amount of wasted produced by each plant at harvest, updated water weight loss during the post harvest dry/cure stage, and the transport of marijuana between our cultivation facility and retail marijuana store to include product/package identification numbers, the identity of the person(s) transporting the marijuana, and the make, model, and license plate number of the vehicle being used for the transport.  Additionally, Catalyst Cannabis Co. has established clear protocols for the chain of custody of all marijuana and marijuana products.  We will employ a manifest system, supported by MJ Freeway, to record the transport of any and all marijuana or marijuana product from any Catalyst Cannabis Co. facility to any Catalyst Cannabis Co. facility or from an authorized, licensed vendor to Catalyst Cannabis Co.  We will follow all Marijuana Control Board regulations regarding marijuana transport and all products being transported will be documented in the applicable GrowTracker or GramTracker application, placed in sealed, tamper-evident security containers, complete with duplicate manifests that are signed with one being placed in the product container before being sealed and the other remaining on the outside of the container, which will be verified and signed upon receipt.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. is confident in MJ Freeway software’s ability to provide in-depth data reporting that details the chain of custody process, product transaction history, and purchase orders associated with each product’s unique identification number, all of which are perpetually updated to reflect accurate stock levels as inventory is added and removed.Catalyst Cannabis Co.’s cultivation facility will be using the MJ Freeway GrowTracker software suite and our retail marijuana store will be using the GramTracker software suite and both will interface seamlessly.  Our licensed premises will have high capacity internet connectivity and we plan on having multiple lines for redundancy reporting where available.  We intend on utilizing MJ Freeway preferred vendors for all organizational hardware needs (scales, scanners, terminals, and printers) to ensure maximum accuracy and compatibility with the Marijuana Control Board’s regulations and database operations.  Furthermore, all identification tags printed for plants and packages will be tamper-evident, indelible, and weather resistant.  Because of our confidence in the MJ Freeway software suite features and capabilities, Catalyst Cannabis Co. will ensure that all marijuana and marijuana product sales limitations will be followed to the fullest extent.  All Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will be educated and trained in the legal limitations for quantities of marijuana or marijuana product that may be sold to our customers.  Our MJ Freeway system will allow us to program in the 1 ounce of usable marijuana per transaction limit, the 7 grams of marijuana concentrate per transaction limit, and the 5600 milligrams of THC limit for marijuana or marijuana products per transaction.  Since every retail marijuana store in Alaska, including ours, will communicate with the Marijuana Control Board’s tracking system, we will be able to determine in real time whether a customer has exceeded the purchase limits.  Our system will automatically impose a synchronous stopper that will not allow a customer to purchase more marijuana and/or marijuana product than is permitted by law.Catalyst Cannabis Co. acknowledges that every software system, no matter how well designed is subject to possible failure or breach.  In the event of a breach or failure of our seed to sale tracking system, Catalyst Cannabis Co. will, and all of our employees will be instructed to, suspend all operations dependent on the tracking system until the software is fully restored and operational.  We will contact the Marijuana Control Board immediately upon the breach or failure of our MJ Freeway system and once again when we resume our operations.  Furthermore, in the event of a loss of internet access, the MJ Freeway GrowTracker and GramTracker suites have the ability (if permitted by the Marijuana Control Board) to operate in Offline Mode, remaining operable and processing sales through an onsite server, similar to community prescription filling practices.  Once internet service is restored, all transactions and inventory revisions executed in Offline Mode will be updated and automatically synced within the now online system.  As marijuana and marijuana product inventory undergoes changes throughout its lifecycle, the ability to find, locate, or recall a product at any given time is crucial in maintaining safety and security regarding proper inventory control.

		Describe how your establishment will meet the requirements for employee qualifications and training: Ensuring our employees are knowledgeable and have a high degree of confidence with Alaska marijuana laws is a top priority of Catalyst Cannabis Co.  We will use organizational standard teaching methodologies and accredited third party vendors to maintain compliance and to ensure our company is operating under best practices for the industry.  The core areas of our employee training curriculum will include marijuana and marijuana product consumption effects, the identification of a marijuana impaired individual, how to determine valid identification, intervention techniques to prevent unlawful marijuana consumption, the associated penalties for an unlawful act by a licensee, employee, or agent of Catalyst Cannabis Co., and all other integral operational topics to ensure compliance with marijuana handler permit requirements and Catalyst Cannabis Co. standard operating procedures.  We will ensure that all employees participate in a classroom lecture series, that they receive handbooks and reference materials to support the lectures, that they are able to participate in role-playing exercises to gain familiarity and confidence in their answers and overall understanding, and finally that they have demonstrated knowledge via a competency evaluation exercise.  Before we start any training program on the Alaska and other pertinent laws and regulations regarding marijuana and marijuana product, Catalyst Cannabis Co. will express to its employees the reasoning behind the regulations.  Alaska wrote the statutes and regulations to ensure safe access to marijuana and marijuana products and the safety of the public surrounding these legal changes.  Every Catalyst Cannabis Co. employee will know that their primary job when it comes to following the law is to focus on safe access and public safety.It is extremely important to have a didactic component to our employee training program.  This is where our staff will be first able to see body language and non-verbal cues as to how Catalyst Cannabis Co. plans on conducting business, and the serious nature with which we take our company processes.  For classroom lecture style teachings we will have company senior leadership instructing employees.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. intends on utilizing the Socratic Method methodology in the classroom that lends itself nicely to teaching and learning legal practices in academic settings and encourages students to teach and learn from each other while following the direction of the instructor.  Additionally, we may ask local marijuana attorneys to join our training sessions and assist in giving advice to our employees.  Most importantly, we will highlight from other retail marijuana markets around the country, where employees and customers are most likely to stumble across grey areas, where peer-pressure is often applied, and how a novice consumer may unintentionally use their inexperience and/or misinformation to draw incorrect transaction responses that may not be compliant with regulatory frameworks.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will also have all employees complete a marijuana handler permit education course approved by the board and obtain a certificate of course completion from the course provider.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. intends to have all employees enroll in a marijuana hander permit training course on April 28, 2016 when education course providers begin offering classes, to which we have identified the Alaska Cannabis Institute who is the primary provider of marijuana education in Alaska and who intends on providing fully compliant marijuana handler permit education coursework.All Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will be able to take home their employee handbooks and training manuals to continue their learning.  Employees will have a copy of the Alaska and Anchorage specific laws in their resource binders.  Furthermore, Catalyst Cannabis Co. will subscribe to the online firm CannaRegs and all information will be made available to senior leadership and employees.  CannaRegs has additional resources for print out, and they are adept at staying on top of local legislation moving through state congress sessions and quickly updating finalized adoptions or modifications.  This online portal will be able to assist Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees with any technical questions customers may present.  CannaRegs provides a friendly user interface that operates similarly to a Google search engine, enabling our employees to use simple phrase language to find the rules and regulations they desire, such as “Alaska Packaging and Labeling” or “Visitor Badges”.  In addition to online educational resources, Catalyst Cannabis Co. will utilize role-playing exercises in building employee confidence.  These exercises will replicate point of sale transaction scenarios with scripted questions covering all of the Marijuana Control Board items enumerated as responsibilities of Catalyst Cannabis Co., and we will continue to drill and question employees until an individual is able to deliver appropriate answers and conduct themselves compliantly with fluency.  Competency evaluations and a marijuana handler permit will be the final phase for employee review before authorizing an employee to join the Catalyst Cannabis Co. workforce.  Our evaluations will consist of multiple choice and written response testing.  There will be various versions of the tests so that learning does not become rote memorization drilling.  The written responses will be short in nature, but will force our employees to absorb, recall, and demonstrate acumen.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will ensure that all employees will be trained on organizational standard operating procedures.  Employees, either by department or company-wide, will be required to participate in our organizational orientation and onboarding process, no matter the employee’s professional resume and/or relevant background experience.  It is integral to Catalyst Cannabis Co.’s quality assurance standards that all new employees are trained according to our operational logistics and personnel protocols concerning marijuana and marijuana product procedures, organizational safety and security measures, overall business standards, and most importantly, established company culture.  Our cultural structure will be founded on public safety and security, accurate and comprehensive marijuana and marijuana product management, community awareness, and ethical and legal business practice.  All employees will be educated and trained on how to uphold, implement, and contribute to the evolution of our licensed premises.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will utilize a multi-phasic, step-by-step teaching structure when developing and executing employee education and training.  We believe that offering a diverse platform of contemporary teaching methodologies for employees to learn, practice, and evaluate acquired skills is the most effective means of instruction and ensuring knowledge retention.  Aside from employee operational practices, our training program will cover a variety of processional development topics including ways to improve non-verbal communication, excelling in management positions, creating a positive work environment, conflict resolution and calming a situation, principles of adult learning, workplace modeling rewarding individuals, and teaching transferrable skills.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will implement multiple techniques when conducting standard operating procedure training courses, in-service employee workshops, and operational process focused seminars.  Should any employee require individual, breakout training, Catalyst Cannabis Co. will ensure the assigned instructor is qualified and proficient in on-on-one instructional design and delivery.Incorporating handbook/resource materials and technology learning is another key component of the Catalyst Cannabis Co. educational employee training.  Employees will be encouraged to take home their employee guidebooks for their assigned position(s).  Reference manuals will be binders that include the individual standard operating procedures the employee is responsible for in their job function.  For instance, an employee working in the retail marijuana store who uses the MJ Freeway seed to sale tracking software will receive standard operating procedures detailing the MJ Freeway system, the piece of equipment required to execute a task, the process maps and flowcharts of the steps required to conduct proper action, the safety and security protocols during a given action, and the documentation and recording requirements of customer service in a retail marijuana store.  The materials will contain high-resolution photographs for each step plus a narrative and examples of what the outcome(s) is/are supposed to be and look like for each chapter/section of the materials.  Additionally, Catalyst Cannabis Co. employee resource binders will include detailed job descriptions to assist individuals in assimilating standard operating procedure responsibilities.  Psychomotor learning is generally more engaging than didactic instruction, however no employee will be exclusively educated in the hands-on modality as marijuana and marijuana product practices are the backbone of operating a marijuana licensed premises.  In concert with classroom lectures and in-service workshop presentations, a shadowed simulated process will be conducted with all Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees.  It is important to reinforce the nature of our organizational training program when shadowing within operational areas of the licensed premises in the presence of co-workers, customers if in a retail marijuana store settings, and visitors on-site for an inspection or maintenance work.  During this phase of employee training, Catalyst Cannabis Co. will force employees to step back and observe customer sale transactions, product packaging and labeling, documentation and recordkeeping, and customer volume triage.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. organizational meetings will be held, either by department or company-wide, addressing changes to standard operating procedures and informing employees how any change or revision impacts our mission, their daily job tasks, or the desire outcomes of selling marijuana and/or marijuana products to qualifying customers.  In-service training will be conducted on-site and all training materials including written coursework, PowerPoints, process maps, instructional videos, support articles such as textbooks and periodicals, practice equipment, and certificates of competency completion will be available to the Marijuana Control Board and any other regulatory agency upon request for inspection and verification purposes.

		cultivation production process testing or retail sales in compliance with applicable federal state and local laws and regulations: Catalyst Cannabis Co. will abide by all local, state, and federal regulations in storing, managing, and disposing of any solid or liquid waste, including wastewater.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. intends on avoiding creating waste in our processes, utilizing every part of the plant, cultivation materials, and retail items in every area of operation.  We see great value in minimizing the footprint we can have on the environment in general and local landscapes and watersheds to include the Chugach State Park.  But more importantly, our strategy and plan in storing, managing, and disposing of solid and liquid wastes involves implementing sound, reliable methods that are sustainable and have very little impact on the environment.  Our cultivation techniques will implement a 100% organic system, as well as a hybridized approach of safe, synthetic salt based nutrients mixed with organic micro and macronutrients.  This is a biologic cultivation technique deployed in horticultural and agriculture segments around the world across various regulatory platforms.  Additionally, the foundation of a safe and effective cultivation facility is our integrated pest management system and strategy.  We will utilize a fully organic Alaska and EPA approved IPM program in our cultivation facilities, ensuring our plants, employees, and customers are safe and healthy.  It is the position of Catalyst Cannabis Co. that our organization will abide by all local, state, and federal laws and agencies and their power and/or guidance for wastewater, air quality, fertilizer, and biological chemical use.  Our retail marijuana store will also strive to meet and exceed all waste generation and disposal regulations regarding commercial retail sales.  Where applicable, Catalyst Cannabis Co. will implement a recycling program for used plastic, opaque, child-resistant containers similar to those of community pharmacy bottle recycling programs.  We are also committed to exploring and implementing sustainable packaging and labeling options that are 100% biodegradable and compliant with marijuana laws across the country.  Additionally, Catalyst Cannabis Co. will recycle a majority of our paper waste created, either by shredding appropriately and commercially recycling or by shredding and mixing with marijuana and/or marijuana product waste for disposal.  In all of our licensed premises, we will establish designated areas for waste and green waste that will be stored in easily identified containers, to be disposed of in a secure, safe, and sanitary manner.  Plant or product tag identification number, weight/amount, and date/time of disposal will be recorded on a hard copy log form kept by the waste receptacle and input into our MJ Freeway inventory monitoring software.  Furthermore, Catalyst Cannabis Co. will ensure to interact with the independent laboratory to destroy the remains of the sample of marijuana after analysis is completed.  Employees will be trained in the marijuana waste protocols and work with the laboratory to ensure all sample remains are disposed of properly according to organizational standard operating procedures and Marijuana Control Board requirements.OSHA regulates all workplace environments by enforcing protocols for the proper removal of waste and hazards, and all Catalyst Cannabis Co. employee training and organizational standard operating procedures will be modeled after OSHA standards and educational material when applicable will be derived from the OSHA resource library.  We will implement a waste and hazard communication plan to protect the rights of our employees to know what types of waste and hazards are present in the workplace and the potential associated health risks of exposure to certain wastes and hazards.  Our employees will focus on safe and secure handling procedures for potentially dangerous waste or hazardous substances that are processed and where there is potential for skin contact, splashing, and inhalation of potentially toxic elements.  To achieve these outcomes, all employees will be trained to know where spill cleanup kits will be located throughout our licensed premises and should a spill or waste process require more than onsite assistance, employees will follow local, state, and/or federal hazardous materials agency (Anchorage Solid Waste Services, Alaska Waste) protocols of notification and response.  During this section of training, employees will be educated on hazardous waste management to address substance that are not clean, disinfected, or sterilized, or that are potentially corrosive, cytotoxic, ignitable, toxic, or caustic and which, if any, EPA category the waste and/or substance(s) is classified: F-List, K-list, P-List, or U-List.  Employees will be taught how to cleanup and decontaminate the immediate area.  All spills and waste disposal and cleanup protocols implemented will be documented in the appropriate logbook, both electronically and physically, and all records will be immediately available for inspection upon the Marijuana Control Board’s or any local, state, or federal agency’s request.

		Describe what material or materials you will mix with the ground marijuana waste to make it unusable: Catalyst Cannabis Co. is committed to protecting Anchorage’s natural resources and landscapes.  To achieve this objective, we have established a comprehensive process in which employees will be trained to safely and securely dispose of marijuana waste, also known as green waste.  Environmental responsibility and public safety are important to Catalyst Cannabis Co., and our organizational standard operating procedures for green waste will meet and exceed all Marijuana Control Board regulations.  Our employees will be trained to grind/much all marijuana plant stems, stalks, leaves, and roots to a non-retrievable form.  At this point, the employee will mix 50% of a green waste quantity/weight with 50% of either a compostable or non-compostable material.  If utilizing compostable material, we will follow all Marijuana Control Board guidelines of food waste, yard waste, vegetable based grease or oils, or other approved wastes.  If utilizing non-compostable material, we will again follow all Marijuana Control Board guidelines of paper waste, cardboard waste, plastic waste, oil, or other approved wastes.  Other compostable and non-compostable materials that Catalyst Cannabis Co. will consider in mixing 50% with green waste are solid, spent mediums such as coco coir and soils.

		Describe how marijuana or marijuana product will be prepared packaged and secured for shipment: Catalyst Cannabis Co. will promote good cultivation and handling practices including all aspects of preparation, packaging, labeling, and securing of marijuana, marijuana product, or marijuana byproduct (trim and kief) for shipment.  Our safety and security standards outlined in our organizational standard operating procedures demonstrate that the utmost care will be taken to ensure marijuana is processed appropriately.  Byproduct, by definition, in a cultivation facility, refers to the material reworked for extraction or a usable marijuana product that does not require extraction.  Green waste, by contrast, is material that will remain unused and is considered debris.  All unused plant parts will be considered green waste and all usable plant parts will be defined as marijuana, marijuana byproduct, or finished marijuana.  All Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will follow organizational logistical protocols regarding the preparation, packaging, labeling, and securing of not only marijuana and marijuana product, but marijuana byproduct as well.  A prevalent form of marijuana byproduct in cultivation facilities is trim.  As marijuana is harvested, dried, cured, and manicured, excess leaves are removed to enhance the ratio of cannabinoids to plant material.  Trim is the term given to the dried leaves removed from the cured flower that retain cannabinoids and will be packaged and send for extraction.  Trim that will be packaged and labeled will be categorized in a number of ways.  First, after dried or cured marijuana flower is manicured the trim of each harvest batch will be weighed on a standardized scale meeting all Marijuana Control Board and Alaska Weights and Measures Act requirements.  We will establish our units of measurement of trim on our standardized scales to be weighed in grams (g).  Each harvest batch trim weight will be recorded and updated in a harvest inventory control logbook and MJ Freeway seed to sale software system.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will reference the data in the logbook and/or database to calculate the total marijuana byproduct weight.  This weight will be all marijuana material that is not cured flower and to be shipped or dispensed in properly handled, packaged, and labeled containers.  All green waste that is unusable marijuana material will be assigned for proper waste disposal.  We will establish that thorough securing, packaging, labeling, and handling of all marijuana material leave no marijuana material untracked or unaccounted for both in physical logbooks and the MJ Freeway seed to sale inventory control system as unique identification tags will be affixed to all packages containing marijuana.  Digital monitoring of trim weight to be handled, packaged, and ordered to extraction will be tracked in the inventory control system and referenced throughout the byproduct chain of custody documentation.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will also establish procedures concerning the preparation, packaging, labeling, and securing of the marijuana byproduct kief.  Kief is a marijuana byproduct composed of glandular trichomes and the minimal plant material that has fall off harvested, drying or cured marijuana flowers.  Kief is collected in basins in trim equipment, collection bins, and other production processing surfaces.  Kief is collected from sanitary receptacles and categorized by a harvest batch identification number in order to proceed with packaging, handling, labeling, and securing.  Kief has extremely high concentrations of cannabinoids and may be dispensed without further processing.  Kief may be packaged as a marijuana byproduct and shipped to qualifying licensees.  All Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will handle kief with sanitary instruments for collection, packaging, and other handling.  Additionally, employees will wear protective equipment when handling kief and other marijuana byproduct material.  In addition to categorization by batch identification number and unique identification tag, Catalyst Cannabis Co. will establish preparation, packaging, labeling, and securing procedures that address categorizing marijuana, marijuana product, and marijuana byproduct by strain name, weight amount, expected physiologic effect, and other cannabinoid variables.  When appropriate, employees will affix pharmacy style auxiliary labels warning of common potential contraindications such as operating a motor vehicle.  Each harvest batch identification number will identify all marijuana plants for which the number describes and indicates.  We will establish that the harvest batch identification number will be logged and printed on marijuana, marijuana product, and marijuana byproduct packages and containers.  Each package containing marijuana, marijuana product, or marijuana byproduct will be identified with the batch identification numbers of each package’s contents.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will establish with all employees that it is imperative this data is verified along the chain of custody of each package containing marijuana, marijuana product, or marijuana byproduct.  Our organizational standard operating procedures establish that we will ensure that our standards of quality and excellence are upheld by confirming the safety and efficacy of marijuana, marijuana product, and marijuana byproduct is suitable for use.  We will establish that employees responsible for directing products to be processed or transferred along a chain of custody to either other registered licensees or qualifying customers, will determine the destination, preparation, packaging, labeling, and securing action to be taken with the contents of each harvest batch.  As part of our handling procedures we will establish and continue to develop assignment protocols concerning the contents or portions of the entire contents of individual harvest batches.  As part of the handling process, employees will verify the inventory control log and MJ Freeway seed to sale software system and package all marijuana, marijuana product, and marijuana byproduct accordingly.All marijuana, marijuana product, and marijuana byproduct will be packaged in containers with a total content of less than 1 pound (454 grams) each.  This procedure has been established to efficiently categorize, sort, and transport packages containing marijuana.  Packages weighing less than 1 pound may be directed to ship or dispense according to the specified destination of the marijuana, marijuana product, or marijuana byproduct.  All packages containing marijuana, marijuana product, or marijuana byproduct will be airtight, child-resistant, opaque, plain, and tamper-evident with unique identification tags affixed and be labeled with all appropriate data reflected from control logbooks, MJ Freeway seed to sale system, and electronic manifests when applicable.  Labels attached to each package will be indelible and weather-resistant and made of tamper-evident materials.  The packaging employee that prepares and seals packages will prepare a label no smaller than 1.5 by 3 inches of tamper-evident tag material.  Labels will be printed with text that visibly fractures or breaks when attempts are made to physically alter the label.  Tamper-evident and weather-resistant tags will be immune from water damage, heat fatigue, and will be freeze-resistant, and each label will have ultra-strength adhesive that is extremely difficult to remove.  When attempts are made to remove a label after it has been securely applied, a non-removable ink stamp will read clearly the word “VOID” under the label placement.  All Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will be advised not to transport any package with a label that is weathered or damaged in any way.  Labels will print clearly the appropriate identifying data required by the Marijuana Control Board and local Anchorage ordinances.  The weight and other descriptive data regarding the contents of each item contained in a package will be labeled on each package.  We will ensure the integrity of this process by engaging in strict protocol that outlines step-by-step instructions utilizing flowcharts and process maps regarding the safe preparation, packaging, labeling, and securing of marijuana, marijuana product, and marijuana byproduct.  Employees will affix a label to each package with the accurate weight, name, unique batch identification number, and other pertinent information.  Weights may be displayed in micrograms (mcg), milligrams (mg), grams (g), kilograms (kg), ounces (oz.) or pounds (lbs.).  Each weight less than 1 full unit will be represented with a leading zero.  Weights will be displayed with appropriate significant figures to reflect precise measurements and our standardized scales will be calibrated according to Marijuana Control Board and Alaska Weights and Measure Act regulations and manufacturer recommendations and labels will reflect directly the data represented on the standardized scale(s).Packages of marijuana, marijuana product, or marijuana byproduct that are being shipped will be sealed within one large opaque, tamper-evident container.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will use heavy duty Pelican Cases and TripLok currency deposit bags.  Both options come in a variety of sizes and colors and may be used to securely contain multiple packages of marijuana, marijuana product, or marijuana byproduct.  To maximize efficient security and to be conscientious of container waste, we will use the smallest opaque tamper-evident container possible.  All contents within the container will be appropriately packaged and labeled.  The tamper-evident container will not be discernable and will only be identified by barcodes.  Pelican Cases and TripLok bags have large, easy to read barcodes and sequential numbers for which each package of marijuana, marijuana product, or marijuana byproduct to be shipped will be assigned in an inventory control log.  Unique identification tags will accompany each packaged and that ID will be applied to the tamper-evident container barcode.  We will label each package in a shipment of products with the date and time of the sealing of the package for shipment.  The date and time of sealing will be applied to the label only after the package has been secured, verified, and sealed.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. has established in our procedures regarding the preparation, packaging, labeling, and securing of marijuana, marijuana product, and marijuana byproduct, that the name and address of the shipping licensee will be printed on each label on every package.  The name and address of our company will appear on each package label as it is listed in the Marijuana Control Board database.  If a change of address or name shall occur, all printed materials will be updated promptly and all remaining package labels will be corrected before they are shipped.

		marijuana product: All Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will be educated and trained on our organizational standard operating procedures regarding the use of a locked, safe, and secure storage container and/or compartment to be used in any vehicle transporting marijuana, marijuana product, or marijuana byproduct.  It will be Catalyst Cannabis Co. policy that all packages and containers holding marijuana, marijuana product, or marijuana byproduct be stored in the transportation vehicle’s trunk or secure, physically separated rear payload.  At no time during the shipment process will any package or container containing marijuana, marijuana product, or marijuana byproduct by present in the driver’s area to include glove box, passenger seat, dashboard console, or any other non-secured area in the front of the vehicle.  Employees will be educated and trained that organizational protocols dictate package movement only from the secured storage room/area of the licensed premises immediately to the trunk or back payload of a vehicle, which will then be immediately locked as to secure the package.  No package or container will be transferred utilizing a vehicle that does not have a lockable trunk or separate, back payload compartment.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will implement lockable and secure cases such as heavy duty Pelican Cases and TripLok currency deposit bags as our containers of choice to hold the packages of marijuana, marijuana product, or marijuana byproduct that is being shipped and transported.  Pelican Protector Cases are designed for rugged operations and features over molded rubber handles and stainless steel hardware for maximum durability, protection, and security of interior contents.  TripLok currency deposit bags are tamper-evident, high security bags that are constructed with 2.5 millimeters of durable plastic, and once sealed protecting the interior assets with a 3-inch fracture adhesive.  The prevention of diversion and public safety are of the utmost importance to Catalyst Cannabis Co. and to which our organizational policies and procedures have been established in order to hold our employees accountable, remain compliant with the Marijuana Control Board and all local Anchorage ordinances, and exceed industry best practices for the seed to sale, chain of custody preparation, packaging, labeling, and securing of marijuana, marijuana product, and marijuana byproduct.

		Describe any signs that you intend to post on your establishment with your business name including quantity and dimensions: Catalyst Cannabis Co. does not intend on posting any signs with our business name and logo on our cultivation facility.  The safety and security are of our company assets and employees are of the utmost importance and signs identifying the cultivation facility compromises these considerations.  It is our intention to keep our cultivation facility nondescript and visually unobtrusive to our surrounding community.

		licensed premises and marijuana items: Catalyst Cannabis Co.’s security mission is to cultivate and retail marijuana with the highest standards for quality of products, services, and public safety while operating to the utmost compliance with all Marijuana Control Board regulations.  Every aspect of our operations will have a strong emphasis on security and preventing the exposure and diversion of marijuana to persons under the age of 21.  All Catalyst Cannabis Co. licensed premises will feature a professionally installed security system featuring high resolution, facial capture capability cameras, dusk to dawn external and internal lighting fixtures, and auxiliary detection sensors on the exterior and interior perimeters.  Additionally, signage will be posted on the exterior and interior of all Catalyst Cannabis Co. licensed premises in a non-obscured area that states, “NOTICE no persons under 21 allowed”.  All Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will be trained on the organizational customer intake procedures that includes visually and physically inspecting all presented forms of identification as well as the additional security check steps of utilizing black lights, markers, and barcode scanners to verify legal and legitimate identification credentials.  Any person found to be under the age of 21, whether they are alone or with another individual, and no matter the individual if with another individual, will be asked to leave the licensed premises immediately and will not be permitted to enter any portion of the licensed premise or allowed access to marijuana items.  Furthermore, it is Catalyst Cannabis Co. policy for employees to notify the Anchorage Police Department, if necessary, to assist in any situation involving persons under the age of 21.

		Sample Badge to be displayed by each licensee: 

		Each Restricted Area: Yes

		Both the interior: Yes

		Each Point of Sale: Yes

		40 days: Yes

		Clearly: Yes

		Archived: Yes

		Surveillance: Yes

		Secured Surveillance: Yes

		Surveillance Equipment: Yes

		Video Off Site: Yes

		Books: Yes

		Current: Yes

		TBC: Yes

		Records: Yes

		Diagram: Yes

		Log: Yes

		All Records: Yes

		Accurate: Yes

		Transport: Yes

		Marijuana Establishment is required to exercise due diligence: Catalyst Cannabis Co. will ensure that all required records will be maintained in either paper or electronic format.  If in paper format, the records will remain in a locked, fireproof cabinet that is located in our secure storage room and area with access to such records limited to authorized employees and senior leadership.  If in an electronic format, access to such records will be protected by a password that will be available only to authorized employees who have a need to access or create such records in accordance with their job function and all electronic records will be backed up on a server this is maintained both on-site and off-site.  We will retain all records in a format that is readily understood by a reasonably prudent business person and such recordkeeping of documents will include (1) all books and records necessary to fully account for each business transaction conducted, (2) a current Catalyst Cannabis Co. employee list complete with state marijuana handler permit number, (3) the business contact information for our security service vendor(s) that maintain our video surveillance and alarm system, (4) our records related to advertising and marketing, (5) a current diagram of the licensed premises including all restricted access areas, (6) all visitor access and log information to include name, date, and time of entry, (7) all records that a business would normally retain for tax purposes, (8) all accurate and comprehensive seed to sale inventory tracking metrics and records, and (9) transportation records for all marijuana and marijuana products as required by the Marijuana Control Board.  We will incorporate our business operational software of MJ Freeway inventory tracking system, QuickBooks for accounting purposes, Google Docs for transparent and accessible document storage, and other applications as needed to create and establish a comprehensive records retention program.  We use the term seed to sale to demonstrate our intent to continue tracking all business operations from the point of cultivation to the point of retail sale, and all data sets and reporting facets associated with each phase.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will retain all business records conducted under our license for the current year and three preceding calendar years securely on-site and readily available upon request for the Marijuana Control Board or any other regulatory agency.  Once documents and records have surpassed a 3 year storage period on-site at our licensed premises, Catalyst Cannabis may archive the records in a secured, easily accessible off-site location.

		ITS: Yes

		Delivered: Yes

		MJH1: Yes

		MJH2: Yes

		MJH3: Yes

		WD1: Yes

		MT1: Yes

		MT2: Yes

		MT3: Yes

		MT4: Yes

		MT5: Yes

		MT6: Yes

		MT7: Yes

		NA1: Off

		NA2: Off

		NA3: Off

		NA4: Off

		NA5: Off

		NA6: Off

		NA7: Off

		NA8: Off

		NA9: Off

		NA10: Off

		SPM1: Off

		SPM2: Off

		SPM3: Off

		Describe Your Waste Process: All refuse containing any part of marijuana or marijuana product is known as Green Waste.  Every part of the marijuana plant or product that is not used is to be disposed of according to Anchorage’s division of Solid Waste Services standards and Catalyst Cannabis Co. organizational standard operating procedures.  We will ensure that best practices are thoroughly identified, developed, and implemented to have the most comprehensive and conscientious green waste system in place.  Catalyst Cannabis Co.’s intention is to ensure that litter and waste are properly removed and the operating systems for waste disposal are maintained in an adequate manner so that they do not constitute a source of contamination in areas where marijuana and/or marijuana product is exposed.  Properly removing green waste is also critical to ensure adequate screening and other preventative measures against the entry of contaminants and pests.  All green waste shall be disposed of so as to minimize the development of odor and minimize the potential for the waste becoming an attractant, harborage, or breeding location for pests.  To that end, organizational protocols will be in place to dispose or destroy any unused, unsold, contaminated, or expired marijuana, marijuana product, or any other waste product resulting from the cultivating, laboratory testing, and/or retail process.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. procedural techniques will assure that marijuana and marijuana product will not become available to unauthorized persons.  To ensure compliant processes and outcomes, plant waste accumulated during the cultivation process or marijuana and/or marijuana product waste generated during the retail sales process will be labeled as green waste and will be weighed and recorded on a daily basis.  Green waste includes the unused, surplus, returned, or out of date marijuana, recalled marijuana, and any plant debris, including dead plants, and all unused plant parts to include root zone.  Disposed or destroyed products will be documented as subtracted from the Catalyst Cannabis Co. MJ Freeway seed to sale inventory tracking software system.  Plant and product identification tag numbers, individual weight, type of product, and the time/date of disposal will be recorded both digitally in MJ Freeway and physically on hard copy log forms.  MJ Freeway system training will be a requirement of all Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees prior to participating in operational tasks as it is necessary to comprehend active and disposed/destroyed of inventory weight(s) and amount(s), product reconciliation processes, and all other secure waste disposal aspects.  A certified MJ Freeway representative or senior leadership will deliver all MJ Freeway training, and certificates of completion will be kept for Marijuana Control Board access.  We will implement a healthcare conscious approach in training our employees and have written our logistical protocols based on structures and systems already established by the Environmental Protection Agency, Anchorage’s division of Solid Waste Services, and our local waste disposal service provider.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will dispose or destroy of green waste by any means prescribed by the Marijuana Control Board.  We have considered all aspects of the pharmaceutical drug disposal process in our organizational standard operating procedures to include (1) addressing the incorrect waste of material down sink drains and toilets leading to water contamination, (2) not throwing away full form products in the trash leading to landfill contamination, and (3) avoid recklessly disposing of products publically leading to community contamination.  Catalyst Cannabis Co.’s green waste disposal program focuses on public safety and overall environmental impact.  We intend to work with Anchorage’s division of Solid Waste Services to continually seek an environmentally friendly alternative to the landfill such as an approved net-zero green waste mulching or composting program.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. understands how to avoid excessive waste in our operational procedures, utilizing every part of the plant during the cultivation process.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will strive to have our plan for the secure disposal or destruction of marijuana and marijuana product maintain the integrity of Alaska’s environment and be sure that no product diversion will occur or result in illegal, improper, or unsafe access by non-authorized persons or minors.The design of our licensed premises will establish designated receptacles and areas for regular trash and green waste that will be easily identified and readily available.  All Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will wear Personal Protective Equipment (work suits, gloves, facemasks/respirators, and safety goggles) while securely disposing or destroying marijuana and/or marijuana product.  Our organizational standard operating procedures will dictate that employees will separate plant branches and stalks, cutting them down into a maximum of six-inch sections.  Plant leaves will be bagged and processed through a powered mulcher/chipper and mixed with 50% non-consumable solid waste, which in most cases will be discarded soil or coco coir, to achieve an unusable and unrecognizable substance.  Once the marijuana or marijuana product has been adulterated to a non-retrievable form, the green waste will be securely and safely disposed of.  After destruction, rendered green waste product shall be disposed of in either of the following modalities (1) at a solid waste site and disposal facility that provides a Certificate of Designation from the Anchorage municipal governing body (2) deposited at a compost facility that holds a Certificate of Designation from the Anchorage division of Solid Waste Services, or (3) Composted on-site at our facility and operated in compliance with all regulations pertaining to solid waste sites and locations.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will implement a secure process in disposing of green waste.  Our waste disposal and destruction processes and procedures will be visually audited implementing both an on-site managing inspector and recorded surveillance video footage.  All employees will be educated and trained to understand that trash receptacles are common staging areas for diversion.  We will use transparent waste bags at all times to discourage diversion, dispose of green waste immediately so as to avoid any illicit use or consumption, and conduct all green waste operations on camera.  Additionally, we will have private, industrial dumpsters with steel lids and lockable container bars on-site and these dumpsters will be included in the overall security landscape to ensure adequate surveillance camera sightlines and lighting perimeters, and all dumpsters used for the disposal of green waste will be obstructed from public view if allowable.  In order to safely and securely verify our organizational plan for disposing or destroying marijuana and marijuana products, the same employee tasked with documenting waste weights and amounts will not be responsible for physically processing the green waste to its ultimate disposal.  Our green waste practices will abide by Good Manufacturing Practices and account for disposal or destruction variables such as timeline, temperature, and humidity.  To this end, we will document compliance with organizational policies and all applicable federal, state, city, and Marijuana Control Board regulations regarding the safe and secure disposal of marijuana and marijuana product and employee execution concerning published rules addressing contact transmission modalities (person, animal, or fomite), public contamination prevention (cross-contamination, sanitation, hygiene), and food grade storage considerations (temperature, perishable, container).

		Additional Space: 
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What is this form? 
 


This operating plan supplemental form is required for all applicants seeking a marijuana cultivation facility license and must 
accompany the Marijuana Establishment Operating Plan (Form MJ-01), per 3 AAC 306.020(b)(11). Applicants should review 
Chapter 306: Article 4 of the Alaska Administrative Code. This form will be used to document how an applicant intends to meet the 
requirements of those regulations. If your business has a formal operating plan, you may include a copy of that operating plan with 
your application, but all fields of this form must still be completed per 3 AAC 306.020 and 3 AAC 306.420(2). 


 
What additional information is required for cultivation facilities? 


 
Applicants must identify how the proposed establishment will comply with applicable regulations regarding the following: 


 
• Prohibitions 


• Cultivation plan 


• Odor control 


• Testing procedure and protocols 


• Security 
 


This form must be submitted to AMCO’s main office before any marijuana cultivation facility license application will 
be considered complete. 
 
 


 
 


Enter information for the business seeking to be licensed, as identified on the license application. 


 


Licensee:  License Number:  


License Type:  


Doing Business As:  


Premises Address:  


City:  State:  ZIP:  


 


Section 1 – Establishment Information 
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☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


 


 
 


Applicants should review 3 AAC 306.405 – 3 AAC 306.410 and be able to answer “Agree” to all items below. 


 
The marijuana cultivation facility will not: Agree Disagree 


  
 


Sell, distribute, or transfer any marijuana or marijuana product to a consumer, with or without 
compensation 


 


Allow any person, including a licensee, employee, or agent, to consume marijuana or marijuana product  


on its licenses premises or within 20 feet of the exterior of any building or outdoor cultivation facility 


 
Treat or otherwise adulterate marijuna with any organic or nonorganic chemical or compound to alter the 
color, appearance, weight, or odor of the marijuana 
 


 


 
 


Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.420, and identify how the proposed premises will meet the listed requirements. 
 


Describe the size of the space(s) the marijuana cultivation facility intends to be under cultivation, including dimensions and overall 
square footage. Provide your calculations below: 


 


Section 2 – Prohibitions 


Section 3 – Cultivation Plan 
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Describe the marijuana cultivation facility’s growing medium(s) to be used: 
 


 
 


Describe the marijuana cultivation facility’s fertilizers, chemicals, gases, and delivery systems, including carbon dioxide 
management, to be used: 


 


 
 


Describe the marijuana cultivation facility’s irrigation and waste water systems to be used: 
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Describe the marijuana cultivation facility’s waste disposal arrangements: 
 


 
 


 


 
 


Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.430, and identify how the proposed premises will meet the listed requirement. 
 


Describe the odor control method(s) to be used and how the marijuana cultivation facility will ensure that any marijuana  
at the facility does not emit an odor that is detectable by the public from outside the facility:


 


Section 4 – Odor Control 
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☐ ☐ 


 
 


 
 


Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.455 and 3 AAC 306.465, and identify how the proposed premises will meet the listed 
requirements. 


 


Applicants should be able to answer “Agree” to the item below. 


 
I understand and agree that: Agree Disagree 


  
 


The board will or the director shall from time to time require the marijuana cultivation facility to provide 
samples of the growing medium, soil amendments, fertilizers, crop production aids, pesticides, or water for 
random compliance checks 


 
Describe the testing procedure and protocols the marijuana cultivation facility will follow: 


 


Section 5 – Testing Procedure and Protocols 
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☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


☐ ☐ 


 


  
 


Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.430 and 3 AAC 306.470 – 3 AAC 306.475, and identify how the proposed premises will 
meet the listed requirements. 


 


Applicants should be able to answer “Agree” to the two items below. 


 
The marijuana cultivation facility applicant has: Agree Disagree 


  
 


Read and understands and agrees to the packaging of marijuana requirements under 3 AAC 306.470 


 
Read and understands and agrees to the labeling of marijuana requirements under 3 AAC 306.475 


 


Restricted Access Area (3 AAC 306.430): 
 Yes No 


  
 


Will the marijuana cultivation facility include outdoor production? 
 
 
If “Yes”, describe the outdoor structure(s) or the expanse of open or clear ground fully enclosed by a physical barrier: 


 


Section 6 – Security 
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Describe the method(s) used to ensure that any marijuana at the marijuana cultivation facility cannot be observed by the  
public from outside the facility: 


 
  
 
 


I certify that as a marijuana cultivation facility, I will submit monthly reports to the Department of Revenue and pay the 
excise tax required under AS 43.61.010 and 43.61.020 on all marijuana sold or provided as a sample to a marijuana 
establishment, as required under 3 AAC 306.480. 
 
I declare under penalty of perjury that I have examined this form, including all accompanying schedules and statements, and to the 
best of my knowledge and belief find it to be true, correct, and complete. 
 
 
________________________________________ 


 Signature of licensee  
 


________________________________________ 
 Printed name 


   Subscribed and sworn to before me this _____ day of _________________________, 20_____. 
 
 


________________________________________ 
Notary Public in and for the State of Alaska. 


 
My commission expires: ____________________ 
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(Additional Space as Needed): 
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		Licensee: Broken Dirt, LLC

		License Number: 10284

		License Type: Standard Marijuana Cultivation

		Doing Business As: Catalyst Cannabis Company

		Premises Address: 5001 Eagle St., Suite B

		City: Anchorage

		State: ALASKA

		ZIP: 99503

		square footage Provide your calculations below: The Catalyst Cannabis Co. cultivation facility will be located at 5001 Eagle Street, Suite B, in Anchorage, Alaska.  The overall square footage of the leased warehouse space is approximately 4,500 square feet, with our intended space under cultivation approximately 1,710 square feet.  Our cultivation space will be broken up into 5 separate rooms: Flower Room A, Flower Room B, Flower Room C, Flower Room D, and a Vegetative Room.  Flower Room A will be approximately 504 square feet (18 feet by 28 feet) and have 15 ePapillon 1000W High Press Sodium Doubled Ended light fixtures.  Flower Room B will be approximately 504 square feet (18 feet by 28 feet) and have 15 ePapillon 1000W High Press Sodium Doubled Ended light fixtures as well.  Flower Room C will be approximately 297 square feet (11 feet by 27 feet) and have 12 High Pressure Sodium Double Ended light fixtures.  Our Vegetative Room will be approximately will be approximately 405 square feet (15 feet by 27 feet) and have 18 315W Ceramic Metal Halide light fixtures.  Our Cloning/Mother Room will be approximately 170 square feet (17 feet by 10 feet) and have 4 T5 Fluorescent light fixtures for micro-propagation/plant cloning and 3 315W Ceramic Metal Halides for mother plants.  The remaining 2,220 square feet that will not be under cultivation will contain a space to dry, cure, and trim/manicure marijuana, workspace to mix nutrients and reservoirs, finished marijuana storage area, administrative office space, a security room, and unisex bathrooms.  The working environment and conditions in our cultivation facility will be modeled from traditional horticultural designs while incorporating contemporary healthcare aspects to promote thorough sanitization and cleanliness.  All interior architecture and engineering will begin and end with the marijuana cultivator in mind, from the physical workflow logistics of commercial production gardening to storage and plant labor features that safeguard employees and encourage compliance.  Fire-rated chemical cabinets and shelving with lip guards will be utilized for all natural and synthetic nutrients, integrated pest management applications, and organic compost teas, all OSHA compliant and in accordance with fire codes.  Additionally, the Catalyst Cannabis Co. cultivation facility will have multiple emergency eye wash stations, first aid kits complete with field guide, chemical spill and containment kits, and portable fire extinguishers conspicuously located throughout the building.  Our facility will also be equipped with Puradigm air purifiers and scrubbers, cleaning the interior room air reducing airborne mold, fungus, and mildew spores, ensuring a clean crop and a healthy cultivation personnel team.

		Describe the marijuana cultivation facilitys growing mediums to be used: Catalyst Cannabis Co. will be utilizing coconut coir as the choice media for marijuana plant growth during all phases.  Marijuana performs best in growth mediums with high nutrient content and excellent porosity.  The use of coconut coir will allow Catalyst Cannabis Co. to use minimal amounts of water in the cultivation of marijuana and is also one of the few growing mediums that have natural anti-fungal properties.  Coconut coir has a total porosity of about 80%, a water holding capacity of approximately 40%, and an air filled porosity of 13%, 22% when fully saturated.  Coconut coir is the most environmentally sustainable media for the continuous commercial growth of marijuana and will have a negligible impact on Anchorage’s watersheds and landscape.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will be mixing perlite and coconut coir to improve the overall porosity of the media.  Perlite provides space for microorganisms to colonize and spread throughout the root zone, promoting vigor.  Cultivating in coconut coir allows the plants to perform better being watered with tap or well water instead of reverse osmosis water systems that have been traditionally used in marijuana cultivation.  Reverse osmosis systems can discharge between 4 to 20 gallons of water to produce 1 gallon of filtered water, thus proving to be an unsustainable approach to cultivation.  With this in mind, Catalyst Cannabis Co. has solidified our cultivation process using coconut coir grow medium in combination with tap water processed by carbon and sediment filters.  By utilizing the coconut coir media, this system has zero water discharge and will allow Catalyst Cannabis Co. to cultivate high quality marijuana with as little water as possible.  Additionally, drain to waste cultivation systems with the use of organic and hydroponic nutrients in a biodynamic structure allow for the collection of spilled media, and coconut coir is a media easily cleaned to avoid pest or pathogen contamination from source suppliers and wholesale vendors.

		management to be used: We will ensure to establish and implement organizational standard operating procedures to promote good cultivation and handling practices to include all aspects of the fertilizers, biological chemicals, gases, and delivery systems used in cultivating marijuana.  Our employees will be expected to understand, articulate, and execute the basic concepts of marijuana cultivation to include chemical attributes, agricultural and horticulture skill sets, cannabinoid properties, and the legal and regulatory compliance practices of cultivating marijuana.  Good Agricultural Practices will be taught in concert with our overall organizational protocols as GAP implementation in the cultivation facility will lead to proactive integrated pest management, which will have our employees rotating biological chemical applications for full effectiveness and will overall contribute to creating a garden culture of consistent application, quality control, and institutional compliance.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. marijuana cultivation fertilizers and biological chemicals will be applied by hand or with agricultural instruments.  Our employees will utilize a range of different products from different manufacturers as each nutrient solution compound will provide a varying form of macronutrients, micronutrients, and soil chelates.  Our cultivation and production plan will include varieties that are flowered on different timelines based on plant flower stage duration (8, 9, and 10 week varietals).  Our 8 week strains which will be our Kush varietals, and will incorporate the following fertilizers and biological chemicals during its feed schedule: (1) New Millenium Equinox, (2) New Millenium Summer Shift, (3) New Millenium Autumn Gold, (4) New Millenium Ruby Fulvic, (5) Kimitec Espartan, (6) New Millenium Apatite PK, (7) Beneficial Biologic Sea Green, (8) New Millenium Lightning Start, (9) Kimitec Bombardier Sugar, and (10) Guano Company Budswell.  Our 9 week flowering strains will incorporate the following fertilizers and biological chemicals during their feed schedule: (1) New Millenium Equinox, (2) New Millenium Autumn Gold, (3) New Millenium Ruby Fulvic, (4) New Millenium Apatite PK, (5) Kimitec Espartan, (6) Beneficial Biologic Sea Green, (7) New Millenium Lightning Start, (8) Azos WP, (9) Kimitec Bombardier Sugar, and (10) Guano Company Budswell.  All nutrient mixes will be pH’ed to 5.5 to 6.2 during this cultivation stage and all pH and PPM runoff will be recorded.  Our 10 week varieties will incorporate the following fertilizers and biological chemicals during their feed schedule: (1) New Millenium Equinox, (2) New Millenium Summer Shift, (3) New Millenium Autumn Gold, (4) New Millenium Ruby Fulvic, (5) New Millenium Apatite PK, (6) Kimitec Espartan, (7) Beneficial Biologic Sea Green, (8) Azos WP, (9) Kimitec Bombardier Sugar, (10) Guano Company Budswell, (11) New Millenium Lightning Start, and (12) Z7.  All nutrient mixes will be pH’ed to 5.5 to 6.2 during this cultivation stage and all pH and PPM runoff will be recorded.  Other marijuana cultivation fertilizers and biological chemicals that we intend to have on the licensed premises include product that have been approved for use on marijuana in Colorado, Washington, and Oregon.  These products will consist of SM-90, Photosynthesis Plus, Pure Flowers, Essentria IC3 Oil, Mildew Control, SuffoilX, and Triact 70.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will take an environmentally conscious approach to our cultivation practices, as the aforementioned fertilizers and biological chemicals are the cornerstones of our hybridized organic-synthetic feeding regime that incorporates the use of beneficial bacteria, NOP and OMRI certified organic molasses based carbohydrate products, and compost teas while never using plant growth regulator chemicals. All nutrient mixes will be quality assured and measured using pH and PPM measurement tools to allow for plants to uptake at maximum efficiency levels.  The only gas that Catalyst Cannabis Co. intends on using in our cultivation facility is carbon dioxide CO2, as a plant growth enhancer.  We will engage the services of Anchorage CO2 provider Air Liquide who will professional install, provide, and service our cultivation facility of all of our CO2 needs.  Our CO2 supply will be stored in a secured 750 lb. tank located within our cultivation facility and then be piped using durable plastic tubing throughout the facility to the applicable rooms requiring CO2 for marijuana plant growth.  Each cultivation facility room will have GreenTrl or similar CO2 regulating device installed in order to regulate and monitor CO2 levels at all times.  Establishing best practices for the cultivation and handling of marijuana entails the entire plant life cycle spectrum, including all aspects of macro cultivation and agricultural practices for marijuana plants in the vegetative and flowering phases.  All employees will be trained on the overall vegetative and flowering processes, prevalent cannabinoid compounds for particular varietals, flowering times and differences between diverse varietals, environmental considerations, watering frequency and timing, and integrated pest management practices.The Catalyst Cannabis Co. employee training process will involve physical plant inspections during all growth phases.  Plant inspection training will correlate with all anticipated cultivation facility programs involving fertilizers, biological chemicals, gases, delivery systems, and environments to include ideal airflow models, water and nutrient exchange processes, light intensity scaling, CO2 PPM presence, and overall temperature and humidity factors.  Employees will be taught how to keep accurate records to learn from successes and failures; track factors that potentially caused changes in the final marijuana flower, and document the appearance and/or spread of disease and/or pests.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. cultivation protocols will train employees to keep and maintain detailed logs on the overall daily cultivation environment to include irrigation frequencies, nutrients utilized, and the pH and PPM of effluent water runoff.  Employee cultivation education will focus heavily on the watering, feeding, nutrient compounding, fertilization pH presence, and biological chemical science of healthy plant management.  Marijuana responds positively to ample light water and CO2 and too much water, CO2, and nutrient feeding can be detrimental to the health of the plant and potentially lead to fungal diseases.  Most nutrient product lines require a buffer in the form of acids that are either base or alkaline and different growth mediums require unique pH ranges for optimal growth.  Furthermore, our employees will be trained on horticultural practices involving beneficial bacteria and fungus that metabolize minerals and salts into useable plant nutrients.  A healthy root zone displays a wide variety of beneficial bacterial and fungal growth and this micro-herd has the ability to break down extracellular material into a useable plant metabolite while also acting as a natural pesticide.  Employees will have a good understanding that marijuana is considered to be a heavy feeding plant, requiring more nutrients than most agricultural crops.  To this end, Catalyst Cannabis Co. will be implementing a drain to waste system.  By allowing excess effluent water to be discharged to waste keeps nutrients from precipitating chemical fixation in the plant root zone.  When certain fertilizers, biological chemicals, and gases become fixated in the soil, the mobility of other nutrients and fertilizers are impacted, which could cause nutritional deficiencies that can lead to fungal and/or pest problems.  All Catalyst Cannabis Co. cultivation facility employees will be trained on flushing techniques, the process of watering a plant with only H20 in order to “flush” any remaining undesirable chemicals or compounds used during the cultivation process.  We will ensure that our employees flush plants for 14 days or at a minimum when the effluent from the plants has a PPM reading equal or less than the fresh water reservoir as proper flushing is imperative to cultivating clean, high quality marijuana.

		Describe the marijuana cultivation facilitys irrigation and waste water systems to be used: Catalyst Cannabis Co. will be drawing its water for marijuana cultivation from the Anchorage municipal water utility source and system.  To remove excess chlorides that may be present in the water, we will install a Hydro-Logic Tall Boy sediment filtration system.  This filtration system will remove up to 90% of sediment larger than 5 microns.  The removal of excess chlorides from the water will ensure a vibrant population of beneficial microorganisms in the plant’s root system making for more efficient nutrient uptake and cleaner effluent runoff.  We intend on implementing a drain to waste system that assists in flushing excess nutrients and to offset that impact Catalyst Cannabis Co. will collect effluent runoff for treatment and reuse where possible. Our filtered water will be held in 275 gallon intermediate bulk containers made of plastic composites that are white or opaque in color with a steel protective cage surrounding the container.  Water will be transferred to either nutrient solution containers or into an industrial grade 44-gallon Brute waste receptacle with rolling casters for movement.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. intends utilizing trays and tables that have been specifically designed for marijuana cultivation that are made from steel and corrugated plastic and will have a slight grade allowing effluent water to collect into a gutter that then directs all excess effluent water runoff to a dedicated waste drain for collection.  With regard to fertilizers and biological chemical disposal, all unused nutrients and approved cultivation liquids will be diluted with the appropriate amount of water before being discharged into a water supply.  All fertilizers and biological chemicals approved for use on marijuana and most 25 B exempt products will also be diluted with appropriate amounts of water before being discharged into a water supply.  All Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will be educated and trained to high levels of horticulture sciences comprehension and good cultivation processes that provide safe access to high quality marijuana.  Our cultivation facility will be utilizing in one capacity or another drip irrigation and micro irrigation equipment, hydroponic modalities, nutrient film techniques, and aero fogging nutrient delivery systems, but focusing on the hand cultivation and watering for all of our plants.  We will keep onsite records of water quality testing and records will be available for inspection upon Marijuana Control Board or federal, state, or local regulatory agency request such as the Anchorage Water and Wastewater Utility agency. We will monitor onsite effluent with weekly capture and measure protocols. The tests will be supplied by Hydro-Logic systems for onsite testing. The tests will focus on collected effluent from multiple tables and provide readings on: Aluminum, Arsenic, Barium, Cadmium, Calcium, Chromium, Copper, Iron, Lead, Magnesium, Manganese, Mercury, Nickel, Selenium, Silver, Sodium, Zinc, Chloride, Fluoride, Nitrate, Ortho-Phosphate, Sulfate, Alkalinity, Hardness, pH, Total Dissolved, Solids, Chlorine, Chloramine, Bromate, Chlorite, Bromoform, Bromodichloromethane, Chloroform, Dibromochloromethane, total Trihalomethanes, Monochloracetic Acid, Dichloroacetic Acid, Monobromoacetic Acid, Trichloroacetic Acid, Dibromoacetic Acid , Total Haloacetic Acids, Dibromomethane,1,3-Dichlorobenzene, Dichlorodifluoromethane, 1,1-Dichloroethane, 2,2-Dichloropropane, 1,1-Dichloropropene, 1,3-Dichloropropane, Styrene, 1,1,1,2 Tetrachloroethane, 1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane, Tetrachloroethene (PCE), Ethylenedibromide (EDB), 1,2,3-Trichlorobenzene,1,1,2 Trichloroethane, Trichlorofluoromethane, 1,2,3-Trichloropropane, Toluene, Xylene,Methyl Tert Butyl Ether,  Methyl Ethyl Ketone,Acetone, Tetrahydrofuran, Vinyl Chloride, Carbon Tetrachloride, 1,2-Dichloroethane, Thrichloroethene (TCE), 1,1-Dichloroethene, 1,1,1-Trichloroethane, Dibromochloropropane (DBCP). Weekly readings will be logged, both by hard copy and digitally in our MJ Freeway GrowTracker software system.

		Describe the marijuana cultivation facilitys waste disposal arrangements: Catalyst Cannabis Co. will ensure that all marijuana plant waste to include roots, stalks, leaves, and stems, otherwise known as Green Waste, will be disposed of safely and securely.  It is our intention to engage the waste disposal services of Alaska Waste, who provides commercial waste disposal services to Anchorage.  Alaska Waste has a good reputation and professional relationship with the Municipality of Anchorage and the Anchorage division of Solid Waste Services, and has worked cooperatively with these agencies to develop safe disposal practices for hazardous, medical, chemical, and agricultural waste.  Alaska Waste provides reliable front load services featuring a variety of sizes of dumpsters, roll-offs, and compactors.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. intends on working with Alaska Waste to acquire a 2.6 cubic yard commercial dumpster that features a steel lid and lockable container bar to which only Alaska Waste and Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will have a key.  We will ideally have pick-up service to our cultivation facility twice a week in order to promote waste disposal best practices, focusing on the public safety and security considerations of proper storage and mitigating unauthorized access.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. is encouraged that a relationship with Alaska Waste will be obtainable as Alaska Waste already services the area in which the Catalyst Cannabis Co. cultivation facility will be located.

		at the facility does not emit an odor that is detectable by the public from outside the facility: Catalyst Cannabis Co. is committed to being an upstanding and responsible business neighbor and Anchorage community member.  To that end, we take odor control seriously and have a comprehensive plan to ensure that any marijuana at our facility does not emit an odor that is detectable by the public from outside the facility.  To accomplish this, each flower room will a utilize carbon filtered exhaust system with Can 100 Filters, and Can 12” Max Fans in order to reduce outside odor.  These units will run twenty-four hours a day providing odor mitigation and clean air circulation for employee safety.  In the trim and dry room, we plan to operate the same Can filters and fans as the flower rooms recirculating the air to reduce the smell and improve air quality.  The Can 100 Filter has a maximum recirculating power rating of 1680 cfm and maximum exhaust rating of 840 cfm.  The 12” Max Fan from Can Fan provides 1708 cfm to maximize air scrubbing in the facility.  These units will be vented from using hard metal ducting to maximize airflow and provide a tight seal.  Flexible ducting can rip and easily breaks down over time allowing odor to leak into adjoining spaces and escape from facilities.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. plans on hard ducting all carbon filters to minimize all potentially leaked odors.  The Can Filters and Max Fans will be unistrut-mounted to the ceiling to pull out hot air and odor.  Our ventilation system has been thoughtfully designed, from scrubbing air with activated carbon filters that clean 99.5% of odor from the air to our exhaust process through UL listed ventilation fans.  The overhead HVAC ducts will drop cold air into our cultivation facility rooms directly, which will then be circulated and processed by our Can Filters, Max Fans, and Puradigm air filtration system fixtures mounted throughout the cultivation facility.  The Puradigm machines we intend on utilizing have proven results in the commercial agriculture industry, healthcare sector, and food processing fields for safeguarding HVAC systems and managing mold, fungus, mildew, and other airborne spores to maintain and ensure environmental contamination control.  By utilizing carbon filters, industrial exhaust fans, Puradigm air filtration fixtures, and cultivation best practices, the aim of Catalyst Cannabis Co. is to prevent internal smells from becoming external nuisances.

		Describe the testing procedure and protocols the marijuana cultivation facility will follow: Catalyst Cannabis Co. will select and utilize an independent testing laboratory that has adopted a standard operating procedure to test marijuana and marijuana products that is approved by an accreditation body that is a signatory to the International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation (ILAC) Mutual Recognition Agreement.  We will model our due diligence evaluation process after ILAC’s published standards when contemplating independent laboratory testing agreements to include the lab’s conformity to accreditation standards and assessment bodies, ensuring the laboratory complies with appropriate lab standards regarding competencies in testing and calibration, and verifying that the laboratory’s inspection agencies are accredited and comply with appropriate inspection standards.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will not work with or have any affiliation to a testing laboratory that does not meet the Marijuana Control Board’s requirements for industry accreditation and international participation in sharing scientific data in an attempt to create transparency, uniformity, and credibility to marijuana and marijuana product testing procedures.  We will ensure to select and utilize an independent testing laboratory to obtain testing samples according to a statistically valid sampling method by an agent of an independent testing laboratory.  Our employees will work with the lab agents in utilizing statistical concepts to ensure the lab agent is able to obtain viable testing samples.  Sampling procedures will be classified into two different categories, probability and non-probability sampling.  This approach promotes a scientific structure that allows for both blind/random sampling of product lots and predetermined sampling for specific lots.  The probability sampling will allow for the possibility to determine which samples belong to which lot(s) and the probability that each marijuana sample in the lot will be chosen.  The non-probability process will be based on individual choice rather than blind/random selection, which eliminates unpredictable behavior and/or potential product bias that could cause inaccurate test results.  We will continually work with lab agents to enforce and revise sampling operating procedures to collect and summarize data as required by the Marijuana Control Board.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. intends to use the American Herbal Pharmacopeia cannabis inflorescence monograph as our guide in engaging an accredited lab approved to test marijuana and can provide cannabinoid and terpene profiles.  Evaluation systems will include Gas Chromatography, Thin Layer Chromatography, High Performance Liquid Chromatography, and Gas Chromatography with flame ionization detection. Additionally, we will evaluate the lab’s reputation and previous results to determine if the lab operates at our standard operating levels.  We will ensure to interact with an independent testing laboratory to issue a certificate of analysis.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will be trained in vendor relations and the parameters of the documentation and recordkeeping required in specific transactions.  Employees will know that no marijuana is to be received from an independent lab without a certificate of analysis.  Upon receiving the certificate of analysis from the testing lab, training cultivation facility employees will compare the test result against total allowable levels for all mycotoxins, mold CFU’s, pesticides, heavy metals, foreign material, and bacterial CFU’s.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will also compare average cannabinoid and terpene test results against the most current batch test for conformity of type.  With those numbers, we will also compare our data against other approved evaluation systems like Gas Chromatography, Thin Layer Chromatography, High Performance Liquid Chromatography, and Gas Chromatography with flame ionization detection.  To produce the most homogenous clonal crops, each variety will be cultivated base on our internal data for crop growth.  This process will assign an average range in which the varietals produce cannabinoids, terpenes, and overall biomass.  Additionally, Catalyst Cannabis Co. will use organoleptic tools to determine if marijuana plants meet the desired characteristics like odor, appearance, fell, and moisture content for certain varietal.  We will use our test results and our organoleptic data logs as a baseline for overall product quality and every cultivation facility employee will be trained on each individual variety and its ideal state of growth.  Should Catalyst Cannabis Co. receive a certificate of analysis with results that do not meet Marijuana Control Board or our organizational standards, we will have the lot resampled and retested.  Unlike processed marijuana product, whole flower marijuana cannot be “reworked” or homogenized in a laboratory setting.  THC will degrade to CBN over time with exposure to light and oxygen, so it is possible to lower THC percentages if in fact the resulting failed quality assurance was a result of being too potent in terms of THC.  Regardless, should a sample test fail the quality assurance parameters, or should a failed microbiological test result be received, Catalyst Cannabis Co. shall send off another sample for testing to confirm the original test.  If the new test results show acceptable parameters the batch will move forward according to the next standard operating procedure.  If the second test results also fail the parameters, the batch will be destroyed.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will ensure the independent testing laboratory is following their stand operating procedure(s) to confirm or refute original results in the event of a test result that falls out of specification.  Before engaging the laboratory, Catalyst Cannabis Co. will have its senior leadership sign an attestation that testing procedures will be done according to organizational standard operating procedures, industry best practices, and required regulatory oversight, and testing parameters and expectations will be included in the attestation.

		If Yes describe the outdoor structures or the expanse of open or clear ground fully enclosed by a physical barrier: 

		public from outside the facility: We will ensure that no marijuana at our marijuana cultivation facility will be able to be observed by the public from outside the facility.  The property we have secured for our cultivation facility is located at 5001 Eagle Street in Anchorage, which is recessed from the major vehicular and pedestrian thoroughfares in the area.  The building is built of cinder block and painted a grey, opaque color ensuring 100% privacy and interior activity concealment.  The building only has three windows (2 upstairs mezzanine, 1 ground floor), all of which will be covered and wrapped in non-transparent material.  Additionally, the building is located in an industrial area that does not have high volumes of neighboring businesses, vehicle traffic, or pedestrian traffic.   The entire cultivation facility will be a restricted access area and other than authorized Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees and visitors, under no circumstances will the general public be granted access or authorized access.   Additionally, at no time will any marijuana-related transaction occur outside of the facility’s restricted access area (plant growth phases, finished product processing, or waste disposal practices). We do not intend on having external signage on our cultivation facility advertising our name, logo, or marijuana industry affiliation.  It is the intention of Catalyst Cannabis Co. to be a safe, secure, and non-polluting community member and to this end will ensure that no marijuana at our cultivation facility will be observable from outside the facility.

		MCF1: A

		MCF2: A

		MCF3: A

		TPP1: A

		SEC1: A

		SEC2: A

		RAA: NO

		Additional Space: 
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Form MJ-01: Marijuana Establishment Operating Plan 


What is this form? 


An operating plan is required for all marijuana establishment license applications. Applicants should review Title 17 .38 of Alaska 


Statutes and Chapter 306 of the Alaska Administrative Code. This form will be used to document how an applicant intends to meet 


the requirements of those statutes and regulations. If your business has a formal operating plan, you may include a copy of that 


operating plan with your application, but all fields of this form must still be completed per 3 AAC 306.020(c) . 


What must be covered in an operating plan? 


Applicants must identify how the proposed premises will comply with applicable statutes and regulations regarding the following : 


• Security 


• Inventory tracking of all marijuana and marijuana product on the premises 


• Employee qualification and training 


• Waste disposal 


• Transportation and delivery of marijuana and marijuana products 


• Signage and advertising 


• Control plan for persons under the age of 21 


Applicants must also complete the corresponding operating plan supplemental forms (Form MJ-03, Form MJ-04, Form MJ-05, or 


Form MJ-06) to meet the additional operating plan requirements for each license type. 


Section 1 - Establishment Information 


Enter information for the business seeking to be licensed, as identified on the license application. 


Licensee: Broken Dirt, LLC I License Number: 110284 


License Type: Standard Marijuana Cultivation Facility 


Doing Business As: Catalyst Cannabis Company 


Premises Address: 5001 Eagle St., Suite B 


City: Anchorage I State: l ALASKA l ZIP: 199503 


Mailing Address: 6967 Laser Dr. 


City: Anchorage I State: I ALASKA I ZIP: 199504 


Primary Contact: Will Schneider 


Main Phone: 907-205-1181 I Cell Phone: I 
Email: will@catalystcannabisco.com 
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Form MJ-01: Marijuana Establishment Operating Plan 


Section 2 - Security 


Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.710- 3 AAC 306.720 and 3 AAC 306.755, and identify how the proposed premises will 


meet the listed requirements. 


Describe how the proposed premises will comply with each of the following: 


Restricted Access Areas (3 AAC 306.710}: 


Describe how you will prevent unescorted members of the public from entering restricted access areas: 


Catalyst Cannabis Co. will ensure its licensed premises will be selected, designed, constructed, and engineered to prevent unauthorized entry into restricted 
access areas by unescorted members of the public. Uncompromised safety and security for employees, customers, and visitors will be sign ificant 
components to the long-term viability of our licensed premises. Our building 's security landscape will include secure facil ity entry points utilizing commercial 
grade, non-residentia l door locks and deadbolts with internal vestibules and separate service/delivery areas with secure bay, full visual screening of the public 
and restricted access areas from the exterior of the facility, and a secure storage room. The secure storage room will be for all marijuana, marijuana product, 
and Catalyst Cannabis Co. company assets and have safes and/or vaults with at minimum a GSA Class 5, TL 15, or TL 30 rating . Additionally, the secure 
storage room will be a locked area that will prevent degradation , diversion, theft, and loss. 


Catalyst Cannabis Co. will have a professionally installed security alarm and video surveillance system that allows for 24 hour continuous operational 
monitoring and video recording. All facility interiors and exteriors (excluding bathrooms) will be intelligently monitored and our system will allow us to identify 
any person and their activities in (1) any area where marijuana or marijuana product is cultivated, sold, or stored, (2) all point of sale areas, (3) any room used 
to pack or unpack a secured container used to transport marijuana or marijuana products, (4) Catalyst Cannabis Co.'s security rooms housing our alarm and 
surveillance systems, and (5) all entrances and exits to/from the facility from indoor and outdoor locations. Furthermore, our alarm and video surveillance 
systems will provide real time notifications of security events via text messaging and email to Catalyst Cannabis Co. management and authorized employees. 
The alarm system will incorporate door contact alarms, motion detection, and glass breaks to provide for perimeter and interior protection. 


Describe your processes for admitting visitors into and escorting them through restricted access areas: 


Catalyst Cannabis Co. will ensure to maintain a log of all visitors to restricted access areas of 
the licensed premises for a minimum of 1 year (current license period) on-site and 5 years at 
an off-site location. Visitors to restricted access areas will be documented according to 
Marijuana Control Board requirements and Catalyst Cannabis Co. organizational standard 
operating procedures. A logbook will be securely filed on-site detailing visitor specifications, 
including their name, date and time of entry into the restricted access area, and a photocopy of 
their government-issued identification. Access to any and all visitor data will be limited to 
authorized employees, senior leadership, agents of the Marijuana Control Board, or any other 
agent of any regulatory agency. Files will be protected by physical, lockable cabinets and 
digitally encrypted passwords where necessary for virtual files that will only be available on a 
need-to-know basis to premise personnel and upon immediate request by the Marijuana 
Control Board. 
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Form MJ-01: Marijuana Establishment Operating Plan 


Security Alarm Systems and Lock Standards (3 AAC 306.715): 


Exterior lighting is required to facilitate surveillance. Describe how the exterior lighting will meet this requirement: 


The Catalyst Cannabis Co. licensed premises will have adequate lighting to support and facilitate 
video surveillance. The exterior lighting landscape will provide dusk to dawn illumination to 
support exterior video surveillance camera fields, which will include entry and exit points and the 
employee parking area(s). Catalyst Cannabis Co. will trim back/down all trees, bushes, and other 
foliage to ensure thorough visibility and eliminate coverage blind spots. All security lighting fixtures 
will be able to ensure proper illumination levels in order to support viable image retrieval from the 
video surveillance footage. All Catalyst Cannabis Co. facility security and emergency light fixtures 
will be tested regularly by our employees and certified by either local regulatory agencies or 
accredited third party contractor to ensure proper functionality and overall compliance. 


An alarm system is required for all license types. Describe the security alarm system for the proposed premises: 


The alarm system must be activated on all exterior doors and windows when the licensed premises is closed for business. 
Describe how the security alarm system meets this requirement: 


All Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will be trained on organizational standard operating procedures regarding all security logistics 
to include alarm system administration (arming/disarming), alarm system device management (cameras, DVR, sensors), and 
troubleshooting techniques to ensure all security equipment is 100% operational at all times , including after business hours. Our 
alarm system and all associated sensors and detectors will be continuously monitored our local Anchorage security provider, 
Valkyrie Security and Asset protection. Additionally, Catalyst Cannabis Co. intends to use a monitoring service provided by Valkyrie 
for 24 hour 7 days a week security alarm monitoring. Our licensed premises alarm systems will communicate with our security 
provider by GSM radio to the monitoring station(s), all of which will be UL approved. IP reporting and grounded telephone lines will 
be utilized to their fullest capabilities to back up the GSM radio to ensure that communication to our monitoring station(s) will be real 
time while removing default delays during programming . Furthermore, Catalyst Cannabis Co.'s alarm system, access control 
devices, and video surveillance infrastructure will be supported with an auxiliary battery system that provides full operational viability 
during a total AC power loss incident for up to 48 hours. 
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Form MJ-01: M arijuana Establ ishment Operating Plan 


Describe your policies and procedures for preventing diversion of marijuana or marijuana product: 


Describe your policies and procedures for preventing loitering: 


Describe your policies and procedures regarding the use of any additional security device, such as a motion detector, pressure 
switch, and duress, panic, or hold-up alarm to enhance security of the proposed premises: 


All Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will be trained on our organizational standard operating procedures regarding security 
logistics and administration to include auxiliary security devices such as motion detectors, pressure switches, and duress/pan ic 
alarms. Spatial motion detectors, pressure sensors, and sound sensors will be strategically positioned throughout our licensed 
premises as allowable and where needed . Where appropriate and allowable on our licensed premises, we wi ll install 
duress/pan ic buttons to enable Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees to immediately notify the security monitoring center and the 
Anchorage Police Department if necessary. The duress/panic alarms wi ll be programmed to provide a local audible sounder and 
a notification to our alarm monitoring station that an emergency crisis situation is occurring. All duress/panic buttons will be 
strategically positioned based on ingress and egress points, shipping and receiving areas, and the cash exchange zones. Our 
highly integrative and intell igent security landscape will include smoke, heat, and carbon monoxide sensors that will always be 
active, regardless of the systems state of armed or disarmed. If a sensor activates the system, a local audible pu lse is sounded 
and communication to the system monitoring station will identify the specific zone(s) impacted and type of alarm signaled . The 
Catalyst Cannabis Co. security infrastructure panels will be programmed to communicate an AC power loss condition as well. 
The licensed premises will have a 48-hour battery backup for all security landscape components .. 
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Form MJ-01: Marijuana Establishment Operating Plan 


Section 8 - Control Plan for Persons Under the Age of 21 


Describe how the marijuana establishment will prevent persons under the age of 21 from gaining access to any portion of the 
licensed premises and marijuana items: 


I declare under penalty of perjury that I have examined this form, including all accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best 
of my knowledge and belief find it to be true, correct, and complete. 


Signature of licensee 


~tu. 
Printed name 


I 
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Catalyst Cannabis Company Form MJ-015, Form MJ-01 Revisions 
 
Restricted Access Areas (3 AAC 306.710):  
Describe how you will prevent unescorted members of the public from entering restricted access areas:  


Catalyst Cannabis Co. will ensure its licensed premises will be selected, designed, constructed, and 
engineered to prevent unauthorized entry into restricted access areas by unescorted members of the 
public.  Uncompromised safety and security for employees, customers, and visitors will be significant 
components to the long-term viability of our licensed premises.  Our building’s security landscape will 
include secure facility entry points utilizing commercial grade, non-residential door locks and deadbolts 
with internal vestibules and separate service/delivery areas with secure bay, full visual screening of the 
public and restricted access areas from the exterior of the facility, and a secure storage room.  The 
secure storage room will be for all marijuana, marijuana product, and Catalyst Cannabis Co. company 
assets and have safes and/or vaults with at minimum a GSA Class 5, TL 15, or TL 30 rating.  Additionally, 
the secure storage room will be a locked area that will prevent degradation, diversion, theft, and loss.    


 


Catalyst Cannabis Co. will have a professionally installed security alarm and video surveillance system 
that allows for 24 hour continuous operational monitoring and video recording.  All facility interiors and 
exteriors (excluding bathrooms) will be intelligently monitored and our system will allow us to identify 
any person and their activities in (1) any area where marijuana or marijuana product is cultivated, sold, 
or stored, (2) all point of sale areas, (3) any room used to pack or unpack a secured container used to 
transport marijuana or marijuana products, (4) Catalyst Cannabis Co.’s security rooms housing our alarm 
and surveillance systems, and (5) all entrances and exits to/from the facility from indoor and outdoor 
locations.  Furthermore, our alarm and video surveillance systems will provide real time notifications of 
security events via text messaging and email to Catalyst Cannabis Co. management and authorized 
employees.  The alarm system will incorporate door contact alarms, motion detection, and glass breaks 
to provide for perimeter and interior protection. 


  







Describe your recordkeeping of visitors who are escorted into restricted access areas: 


Catalyst Cannabis Co. will ensure to maintain a log of all visitors to restricted access areas of the licensed 
premises for a minimum of 1 year (current license period) on-site and 5 years at an off-site location.  
Visitors to restricted access areas will be documented according to Marijuana Control Board 
requirements and Catalyst Cannabis Co. organizational standard operating procedures.  A logbook will 
be securely filed on-site detailing visitor specifications, including their name, date and time of entry into 
the restricted access area, and a photocopy of their government-issued identification.  Access to any and 
all visitor data will be limited to authorized employees, senior leadership, agents of the Marijuana 
Control Board, or any other agent of any regulatory agency.  Files will be protected by physical, lockable 
cabinets and digitally encrypted passwords where necessary for virtual files that will only be available on 
a need-to-know basis to premise personnel and upon immediate request by the Marijuana Control 
Board. 


  







Exterior lighting is required to facilitate surveillance. Describe how the exterior lighting will meet this 
requirement: 


The Catalyst Cannabis Co. licensed premises will have adequate lighting to support and facilitate video 
surveillance.  The exterior lighting landscape will provide  dusk to dawn illumination to support exterior 
video surveillance camera fields, which will include entry and exit  points and the employee parking 
area(s).  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will trim back/down all trees, bushes, and other foliage to ensure 
thorough visibility and eliminate coverage blind spots.  All security lighting fixtures will be able to ensure 
proper illumination levels in order to support viable image retrieval from the video surveillance footage.  
All Catalyst Cannabis Co. facility security and emergency light fixtures will be tested regularly by our 
employees and certified by either local regulatory agencies or accredited third party contractor to 
ensure proper functionality and overall compliance. 


  







The alarm system must be activated on all exterior doors and windows when the licensed premises is closed for 
business.  
Describe how the security alarm system meets this requirement: 


All Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will be trained on organizational standard operating procedures 
regarding all security logistics to include alarm system administration (arming/disarming), alarm system 
device management (cameras, DVR, sensors), and troubleshooting techniques to ensure all security 
equipment is 100% operational at all times, including after business hours.  Our alarm system and all 
associated sensors and detectors will be continuously monitored our local Anchorage security provider,  
Valkyrie Security and Asset protection.  Additionally, Catalyst Cannabis Co. intends to use a monitoring 
service provided by Valkyrie for 24 hour 7 days a week security alarm monitoring.  Our licensed premises 
alarm systems will communicate with our security provider by GSM radio to the monitoring station(s), 
all of which will be UL approved.  IP reporting and grounded telephone lines will be utilized to their 
fullest capabilities to back up the GSM radio to ensure that communication to our monitoring station(s) 
will be real time while removing default delays during programming.  Furthermore, Catalyst Cannabis 
Co.’s alarm system, access control devices, and video surveillance infrastructure will be supported with 
an auxiliary battery system that provides full operational viability during a total AC power loss incident 
for up to 48 hours.   


  







Describe your policies and procedures regarding the use of any additional security device, such as a motion 
detector, pressure  
switch, and duress, panic, or hold-up alarm to enhance security of the proposed premises: 


All Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will be trained on our organizational standard operating procedures 
regarding security logistics and administration to include auxiliary security devices such as motion 
detectors, pressure switches, and duress/panic alarms.  Spatial motion detectors, pressure sensors, and 
sound sensors will be strategically positioned throughout our licensed premises as allowable and where 
needed. Where appropriate and allowable on our licensed premises, we will install duress/panic buttons 
to enable Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees to immediately notify the security monitoring center and the 
Anchorage Police Department if necessary.  The duress/panic alarms will be programmed to provide a 
local audible sounder and a notification to our alarm monitoring station that an emergency crisis 
situation is occurring.  All duress/panic buttons will be strategically positioned based on ingress and 
egress points, shipping and receiving areas, and the cash exchange zones.  Our highly integrative and 
intelligent security landscape will include smoke, heat, and carbon monoxide sensors that will always be 
active, regardless of the systems state of armed or disarmed.  If a sensor activates the system, a local 
audible pulse is sounded and communication to the system monitoring station will identify the specific 
zone(s) impacted and type of alarm signaled.  The Catalyst Cannabis Co. security infrastructure panels 
will be programmed to communicate an AC power loss condition as well.  The licensed premises will 
have a 48-hour battery backup for all security landscape components.. 
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Form MJ-04: Marijuana Cultivation Facility 


What is this form? 


This operating plan supplemental form is requ ired for all applicants seeking a marijuana cultivation facility license and must 


accompany the Marijuana Establishment Operating Plan (Form MJ-01), per 3 AAC 306.020(b)(11). Applicants should review 


Chapter 306: Article 4 of the Alaska Administrative Code. This form will be used to document how an applicant intends to meet the 


requirements of those regulations. If your business has a formal operating plan, you may include a copy of that operating plan with 


your application, but all fields of this form must still be completed per 3 AAC 306.020 and 3 AAC 306.420(2). 


What additional information is required for cultivation facilities? 


Applicants must identify how the proposed establishment will comply with applicable regulations regarding the following: 


• Prohibit ions 


• Cultivati on plan 


• Odor control 


• Testing procedure and protocols 


• Security 


This form must be submitted to AMCO's main office before any marijuana cultivation facility license application will 


be considered complete. 


Section 1 - Establishment Information 


Enter informat ion for the business seeking to be licensed, as identified on the license application. 


Licensee: Broken Dirt, LLC I License Number: I 10284 


License Type: Standard Marijuana Cultivation Facility 


Doing Business As: Catalyst Cannabis Company 


Premises Address: 5001 Eagle St, suite B 


City: Anchorage J State: j ALASKA l ZIP: j99503 
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Operat ing Plan Supplementa l 


Form MJ-04: M arijuana Cult ivation Facility 


Section 2 - Prohibitions 


Applicant s should review 3 AAC 306.405 - 3 AAC 306.410 and be able t o answer "Agree" to all items below. 


The marijuana cultivation facility will not: 


Sell, distribute, or transfer any marijuana or marijuana product to a consumer, with or without 


compensation 


Allow any person, including a licensee, employee, or agent, to consume marijuana or marijuana product 


on its licenses premises or within 20 feet of the exterior of any building or outdoor cultivation facility 


Treat or otherwise adulterate marijuna with any organic or nonorganic chemical or compound to alter the 


color, appearance, weight, or odor of the marijuana 


Sect ion 3 - Cultivat ion Plan 


Agree Disagree 


00 


00 


00 


Review the requ irements under 3 AAC 306.420, and identify how the proposed premises will meet t he list ed requ irements . 


Describe the size of the space(s) the marijuana cu ltivation facility intends to be under cultivation, including dimensions and overall 


square footage. Provide your calculations below: 


The Cata lyst Cannabis Co. cultivation faci lity wi ll be located at 5001 Eagle Street, Suite B, in Anchorage, Alaska. The overall 
square footage of the leased warehouse space is approximately 4,500 square feet, with our intended space under cultivation 
approximately 1,875 square feet to begin, with the ability to expand to up to 2,280 square feet of cultivation space. Our 
cultivation space will be broken up into seven separate rooms available for cultivation, though it is likely that not all of them 
will be under cultivation initially: Flower Room A (107), Flower Room B (109), Flower Room C (110), Flower Room 205, 
Flower Room 206, a Vegetative Room (108) and a Clone Room (105). Flower Room A, 107 will be approximately 504 
square feet (18 feet by 28 feet) . Flower Room B, 109 wi ll be approximately 504 square feet (18 feet by 28 feet) . Vegetative 
Room, 108 will be approximately 405 square feet (15 feet by 27 feet) and have 18 High Pressure Sodium Double Ended light 
fi xtures. Flower Room 205 will be approximately 208 square feet (1 3 feet by 16 feet). Flower Room 206 will be 
approximately 195 square feet (13 feet by 15 feet) . The Clone Room , 105 will be approximately 85 square feet (12 by 7 
feet) . The remain ing 2,300 square feet that will not be under cultivation will contain a space to dry, cure, and trim/manicure 
marijuana, workspace to mix nutrients and reservoi rs, fin ished marijuana storage area, admin istrative office space , a securi ty 
room, and unisex bathrooms. The working environment and conditions in our cultivation facility will be modeled from 
traditional horticultural designs wh ile incorporating contemporary healthcare aspects to promote thorough sanitization and 
cleanl iness. All interior architecture and engineering wi ll begin and end with the marijuana cultivator in mind , from the 
physical workflow logistics of commercial production gardening to storage and plant labor features that safeguard employees 
and encourage compliance . Cabinets and shelving will be util ized for all natural and synthetic nutrients, integrated pest 
management appl ications, and organic compost teas, all OSHA compl iant and in accordance with fire codes. Add itionally, 
the Catalyst Cannabis Co. cultivation facility will have multiple emergency eye wash stations, first aid kits complete with field 
guide, and portable fire extinguishers conspicuously located throughout the build ing. 
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Form MJ-04: Marijuana Cultivation Facility 


Describe the marijuana cultivation facility's grow ing medium(s) to be used: 


Catalyst Cannabis Co. will be uti lizing several growing media including, coconut coir, 
sphagnum moss and/or other organic based soils. Catalyst Cannabis Co. will amend the 
media with perlite to improve the overall porosity. Perlite provides space for microorganisms 
to colonize and spread throughout the root zone, promoting vigor. 


Describe t he marijuana cult ivation facili ty's fertilizers, chemicals, gases, and delivery systems, including carbon dioxide 
management , t o be used: 


We wil U'<SUte to es:abisi'I aod ltnplemsnt or~tional staneard operr.ing procedures to promote good cul".iva:ion and hanc:F.ing practices to i"ldude all aspect• ol the fertiizeis, t~lcal chemlca!s, ~. and doivery systems used ri cultlvating marijuana. Our employees ...;I be 
~ed to unaersiand. articUla:e. Mod exectr.e the basic ooocep:t o1 marijuana cultivation to~ Chemical attnbutes. agrlwt:ural and l'lorirul:l.lre sldl A:S, eat'V\abinoid properties, and !he logal and 1egula:ory complanoe pract;ces of wlavatng matluana. Gooc Agricuttvral 
Practlouw!I be ~1 ln~wi:h oor overal ~~ ptC:ocols 8$ GA.P lmpk!meflt•Xln In 'tMI cuf'j va:lon facihyv.tl lead to proacuve in:egra:ec: pest ~t, wtkhvrtil l\9Ye O\I' employees ro:.a~ b~eal chemiealapplic.l:ioM for lvl ~and wil OYefall 
con:rbne to aer.Jng a oarcen cuture of consls:eo: apok.a:k.ln. qual!y COf\:rct, anc! fts:i!Wonal c:ompbnce. Cr.Myst eanr.bis Co. ~~:ion tu.iizers and biologiCal chemlcals wil be appled t:y Nr.::! or ¥li!h agriokural N:rvmen:s. Our employee1 lollil u'.iize a range of 
clfterent proCuc"_. trcm CineBre l'Mlll.<facturers as each nut:rien; solution ccmpounc! wit provk:e a varying fonTl of m&erOnU:riena, rnicroNJtrienia , and soil chela:n. 0...'l' wl:iva:ion ano prodvdion plan W'il lndude varie:iel that are !lowered on Citlerent :imeinca. ~on plan: 1"c.over 
s~ eurallOfl (8. 9, and 10 week varietals). A combinatiooof dry organic soil amencmen:s al'ICI NGIJld lef'!illteB spedflcall'J lotmula:ed fOl ma~ana production wll be used as panel our fertilizer program.OO!ef maf1tlana ail:iva:ion fettm:ers and biok>gical dwrnicals tha!we Intend to 
have on the kensec:1 premises l'lel~ products :ra:nave been apptOYed for use on marijuana In ~. Washing:on, and Orevan- ea:arys: Cama'tris Co. lWI take an erwlrorvnemally ~ awoach 10 our ~:ion prac:ioes. as N afo(an'len!ioned fenllizen and biological 
chemicals are !he comers:.onu ol our hytlridizeo ~yn:tie6' feeClng regime :hat incorpora:es !tie t:se of tenefidal br-eria, NOP and Ot.tRI c:eftffied organic~ based cacbohy(!ra:e ptOdue:s.. anc compost teas ..tlile ne..,. ush;I plant gro-... ~ regi.Aa.-or chen-.cals. Al 
ntr.nen: mixu wil be Q'.aey assure<1 and me.as..red i..'*ig pH and PPM measurement tools to alow for plants to up131te ai. rna:drnl.:m ef'!lc:iency levels The only~ tl'lat ~'.alya: Carnabis Co. S'l!ends on usk'lg in our al!:ivation facility It catboli Cloxide C02, as a plant gtov.-:h 
emanoer. Wewil engage !he services of Anctlorage C02 prOYIOer Nr Uquk:!e \NhowiR profelsiOnal lns:Ml, provlae, and service oureut:in:son faciltty ol al cl our C02 nee<!1. our C0211.1ppfywil bes~ In a secured 750 ltl. tar*. kX.a:ec! within our cul!lvatjon facill:y Mid thef'\ be 
piped uwigdurableplastien.bing dYougtioutthelaclitytomeapplicable roomsrequimg C02for mat1uan.a Plal\!~ Eachcultiva:iontacili:yroomwil l\aw aC02 reguta!ingdeYleens:al'9dinOtdertor~~ane moni:ol"C02levelsa!al tmes. ~bestpnctlc:u for 
the w l:ivaX!n and handing ct marijllaoa en~ tt-.e en:ire plan! He cycle spe<:U\ltn, ind\.'CS'lg al aspec::s of rnact1) cultivation and agric.utural practkss !or marijuaoa plants In Che vege!allve and flowenng phase$. Al empkiyees wil be trained on lhe overall Ye98:.S!ive and flowering 
ptlX:e.SSeS, prevalenl carw'.ab!noid compounds for partb.llar varie:als , ftaw"ering mies and differences bel'Ween cilveru varie'.als, enWonmen:at conslc.era:ions, wa:.ering trequency a.'IC! lin'Wog, and ~:lid pes:. ~nt practices. 


The C&;atyst Cannabis Co. employee nlnlog proeau wll inwlve phyMcal pi.r.1 !Mpec:ions dutng all growlh phases Plant Inspection tr.nirig wll C01Telate wilt'! al an:icipa:ed wl:Mtiori tacillty progratr\$ involving fedlz~ . ~chemicals, gases, delivery systems, and 
environments to hclude k!eal aw1'iow lnOCds, 'Na'".er end l'll.ltl'lent exchange processes, light ln~enslry .scaling, C02 PPM ptl!SetlOe, and OVetal :emperaMe and l'M.lmidr:y ~. Employees wll be taugto: how to keep~•~ recorcls :o learn from tu0eesses and tailut~ tradl. taetors 
that po:ent1ally caused c.hanges n :he final mar!uana flower. and eocument :he appearance and/or spread of d"IM&U .clot Pfftl. ca:.atyst C-alviabis Co. c:t!t:lvr.lon pro:occk iMI train emplo')'eM to keep and main:ai\ Ceailed io..s on the OV9tal daly cutiva'Jon enWotvnenl !'O 
ft:hJcle niga:ion lreQCel"de:s . l'IUCl'ien:s i..'!ilted, and :he pH and PPM of~ .....a:er ninon. Employee QJl!ivaXin edueaXin vr.il focvs heavity on the M!ering, 16edng, nu:iien: compounding, let!ilzation pH presence, anc blotogical eherTucat saenoe of~ p&an: maN19tmenL 
~ responcs pos.~ to ample lighl wa:er af'Cl C02 and :oo mucti water , C02, and rou:rien: feedr.g can be o-e:rknental to the /'lea.ft.h of the l)ianl and po-.eMafty ~ to fungal dseasn. Most riutrien1 product hli require a buffer ii'\ Che form of itdds :ha! are either base or 
a~ and Crfferen! growth me<flllms rec;uh unioue pH ranges !Of optimal gtOW'!h. Fur.hermore, our ~yees wil be trained on hor!lo.:t:ural ~ ln'.IOl'mg benefic:lal baeteria and fu1"9.ls i:ha: metabohe ~ ana salts ln:o useable plam nL'!lien~ A hea.'thy root ZOfle 
displays a wi<!e variety of benefdal bac:enal snc! fun9a1 grow:h and~ micro-henj Ms the abltyto break OOwnex:rKelular ma:erialln•o a use.able plantmr.aboli:e wt-Cle also acmg •a nal.l"al pes::idde. Employees .... 11 have a good unc!ers.:ancing Iha: nwijuana ls considered to 
be • heavy feafrig plant, recuiMg more n1:'J'ien:s :han mo5l agrieub;rai crops. To !his end. cata1ys: canna~ Co. wil be Implementing a drain to waste sys:em. By alk:Nmg excess ~en1 wa:er to be Cl:SCt.arped IO waste keeps nu:rients from pr~tlng chernlcal fixa:kln In !he 
plant roo\ zone. Whan certain fer?ilizer5, td:>glcal chemicals, and ~s betome flxa:ed in ltle sol. :he mobitity of omet ntments and fertilzers a.re impac:ed. w1Vc:tl could cause nutritional deficiendes that can lead to fun.;a1 and/or pes! problems. AJ Ca:alyst Cannabis Co. ail:i'va!iol'I 
facility e~es wil De trainee on flusNng !.ee:hl'liQ1.1e$, ine process of wa:ertng a plant wl:tl oNy H20 in order :o "!lush" any remaining uMesirKJ!e chemicals or compounds uHCI during the wt:tva!ion ptoceu. We wil M.ltlre that our employees tk.rsh plants for 14 d•ys or a: a 
mnimum ""1'1en tM eftluer.: ftom the piants. l\aa a PPM re~ eqva1 or less tr1an the fresh wa:er reset"'* as pi-aper flushing is impera!ille :o cu~•ting dean, tvgn ~uaify rn.art.iana. 


Describe t he marij uana cult ivat ion facility's irrigat ion and waste water systems to be used: 


Catalyst Cannabis Co. will be drawing its water for marijuana cultivation from the Anchorage municipal water utility source and system. To remove excess chlorides 
that may be present in the water, we will install a Hydro-Logic Tall Boy sediment filtration system. This filtrat ion system will remove up to 90% of sediment larger than 
5 microns. The removal of excess chlorides from the water will ensure a vibrant population of beneficial microorganisms in the plant's root system making for more 
efficient nutrient uptake and cleaner effluent runoff. We intend on implementing a drain to waste system that assists in fiushing excess nutrients and to offset that 
impact Catalyst Cannabis Co. will collect effluent runoff for treatment and reuse where possible. Our filtered water will be held in intermediate bulk containers made 
of plastic composites that are white or opaque in color. Water will be transferred to either nutrient solution containers or into an industrial grade 44-gallon Brute 
waste receptacle with roll ing casters for movement. Catalyst Cannabis Co. intends utilizing trays and tables that have been specifically designed for marijuana 
cultivation that directs all excess effluent water runoff to a dedicated waste drain for collection . With regard to fertilizers and biological chemical disposal, all unused 
nutrients and approved cultivation liquids will be diluted with the appropriate amount of water before being discharged into a water supply. All fertilizers and biological 
chemicals approved for use on marijuana and most 25 B exempt products will also be diluted with appropriate amounts of water before being discharged into a water 
supply. All Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will be educated and trained to high levels of horticulture sciences comprehension and good cu ltivation processes that 
provide safe access to high quality marijuana. Our cu ltivation facility will be utilizing, in one capacity or another. drip irrigation and micro irrigation equipment, 
hydroponic modalities, nutrient film techniques, and aero fogging nutrient delivery systems, but focusing on the hand cultivation and watering for all of our plants. 


We will keep onsite records of water quality testing and records will be available for inspection upon Marijuana Control Board or federal , state, or local regulatory 
agency request such as the Anchorage Water and Wastewater Utility agency. 
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Alaska Marijuana Control Board 


Operating Plan Supplemental 


Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office 
550 W i h Avenue, Suite 1600 


Anchorage, AK 99501 
marijuana.licensing@alaska.gov 


https://www.commerce.alaska .gov/web/amco 
Phone: 907.269.0350 


Form MJ-04: Marijuana Cultivation Facility 


Describe the marijuana cultivation facility's waste disposal arrangements: 


Section 4 - Odor Control 


Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.430, and identify how the proposed premises will meet the listed requirement. 


Describe the odor control method(s) to be used and how the marijuana cultivation facility will ensure that any marijuana 
at the facility does not emit an odor that is detectable by the public from outside the facility: 


Catalyst Cannabis Co. is committed to being an upstanding and responsible business 
neighbor and Anchorage community member. To that end, we take odor control seriously and 
have a comprehensive plan to ensure that any marijuana at our facility does not emit an odor 
that is detectable by the public from outside the facility . To accomplish this, we will utilize 
carbon filtered exhaust system in order to reduce outside odor. These units will run often , 
providing odor mitigation and clean air circulation for employee safety. In the trim and dry 
room, we plan to operate filters and fans as necessary, recirculating the air to reduce the smell 
and improve air quality. Our ventilation system has been thoughtfully designed, from 
scrubbing air with activated carbon filters that clean 99.5% of odor from the air, to our exhaust 
process, through UL listed ventilation fans. By utilizing carbon filters, industrial exhaust fans, a 
closed loop hydronic air conditioner, and cultivation best practices, the aim of Catalyst 
Cannabis Co. is to prevent internal smells from becoming external nuisances. 
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Alaska Marijuana Control Board 


Operating Plan Supplemental 


Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office 
550 W i h Avenue, Suite 1600 


Anchorage, AK 99501 
marijuana .licensing@alaska.gov 


https://www.commerce.alaska .gov/web/amco 
Phone: 907.269.0350 


Form MJ-04: Marijuana Cultivation Facility 


Describe the method(s) used to ensure that any marijuana at the marijuana cultivation facility cannot be observed by the 
public from outside the facility: 


I certify that as a marijuana cultivation facility, I will submit monthly reports to the Department of Revenue and pay the 
excise tax required under AS 43.61.010 and 43.61.020 on all marijuana sold or provided as a sample to a marijuana 
establishment, as required under 3 AAC 306.480. 


I declare under penalty of perjury that I have examined this form, including all accompanying schedules and statements, and to the 
best of my knowledge and belief find it to be true, correct, and complete. 


Signature of licensee 


·1-0.-
Subscribed and sworn to before me this I day 


Printed name 


~\\\\\\\ 11 ///////;;, 
~ \,. KLUA1 ~ 
~ ~~ ........... ~vo<S~ 
~L~/ .... ~ ~ :::::: .,.. .. ::;::::::. 


:-...; . . ~ 
::::: [NOTARY·~ :::::: 
-::::: *\ PUBLIC/*:::::: 
-:::::::'.: ·. .. ;:::.: 
% c.P"· ·~~ ~ 
'%;,~!£ 0F 1~\..~<¥ 


My commission expired~ /4 j,g/y 
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Catalyst Cannabis Company Form MJ-015, MJ-04 Revisions 
 
Describe the size of the space(s) the marijuana cultivation facility intends to be under cultivation, 
including dimensions and overall 
square footage. Provide your calculations below: 


The Catalyst Cannabis Co. cultivation facility will be located at 5001 Eagle Street, Suite B, in Anchorage, 
Alaska.  The overall square footage of the leased warehouse space is approximately 4,500 square feet, 
with our intended space under cultivation approximately 1,875  square feet to begin, with the ability to 
expand to up to 2,280 square feet of cultivation space. Our cultivation space will be broken up into 
seven separate rooms available for cultivation, though it is likely that not all of them will be under 
cultivation initially: Flower Room A (107), Flower Room B (109), Flower Room C (110), Flower Room 205, 
Flower Room 206, a Vegetative Room (108) and a Clone Room (105).  Flower Room A, 107 will be 
approximately 504 square feet (18 feet by 28 feet).  Flower Room B, 109 will be approximately 504 
square feet (18 feet by 28 feet).  Vegetative Room, 108 will be approximately 405 square feet (15 feet by 
27 feet) and have 18 High Pressure Sodium Double Ended light fixtures.  Flower Room 205 will be 
approximately 208 square feet (13 feet by 16 feet).  Flower Room 206 will be approximately 195 square 
feet (13 feet by 15 feet) .  The Clone Room, 105 will be approximately 85 square feet (12 by 7 feet). The 
remaining 2,300 square feet that will not be under cultivation will contain a space to dry, cure, and 
trim/manicure marijuana, workspace to mix nutrients and reservoirs, finished marijuana storage area, 
administrative office space, a security room, and unisex bathrooms.  The working environment and 
conditions in our cultivation facility will be modeled from traditional horticultural designs while 
incorporating contemporary healthcare aspects to promote thorough sanitization and cleanliness.  All 
interior architecture and engineering will begin and end with the marijuana cultivator in mind, from the 
physical workflow logistics of commercial production gardening to storage and plant labor features that 
safeguard employees and encourage compliance.  Cabinets and shelving will be utilized for all natural 
and synthetic nutrients, integrated pest management applications, and organic compost teas, all OSHA 
compliant and in accordance with fire codes.  Additionally, the Catalyst Cannabis Co. cultivation facility 
will have multiple emergency eye wash stations, first aid kits complete with field guide,  and portable 
fire extinguishers conspicuously located throughout the building.   


  







Describe the marijuana cultivation facility’s growing medium(s) to be used: 
 


Catalyst Cannabis Co. will be utilizing several media including, coconut coir, sphagnum moss and/or 
organic based soils.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. will amend the media with perlite  to improve the overall 
porosity.  Perlite provides space for microorganisms to colonize and spread throughout the root zone, 
promoting vigor.    


  







Describe the marijuana cultivation facility’s fertilizers, chemicals, gases, and delivery systems, 
including carbon dioxide management, to be used:  
We will ensure to establish and implement organizational standard operating procedures to promote 
good cultivation and handling practices to include all aspects of the fertilizers, biological chemicals, 
gases, and delivery systems used in cultivating marijuana.  Our employees will be expected to 
understand, articulate, and execute the basic concepts of marijuana cultivation to include chemical 
attributes, agricultural and horticulture skill sets, cannabinoid properties, and the legal and regulatory 
compliance practices of cultivating marijuana.  Good Agricultural Practices will be taught in concert with 
our overall organizational protocols as GAP implementation in the cultivation facility will lead to 
proactive integrated pest management, which will have our employees rotating biological chemical 
applications for full effectiveness and will overall contribute to creating a garden culture of consistent 
application, quality control, and institutional compliance.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. marijuana cultivation 
fertilizers and biological chemicals will be applied by hand or with agricultural instruments.  Our 
employees will utilize a range of different products from different manufacturers as each nutrient 
solution compound will provide a varying form of macronutrients, micronutrients, and soil chelates.  Our 
cultivation and production plan will include varieties that are flowered on different timelines based on 
plant flower stage duration (8, 9, and 10 week varietals).  A combination of dry organic soil amendments 
and liquid fertilizers specifically formulated for marijuana production will be used as part of our fertilizer 
program.Other marijuana cultivation fertilizers and biological chemicals that we intend to have on the 
licensed premises include products thathave been approved for use on marijuana in Colorado, 
Washington, and Oregon.    Catalyst Cannabis Co. will take an environmentally conscious approach to 
our cultivation practices, as the aforementioned fertilizers and biological chemicals are the cornerstones 
of our hybridized organic-synthetic feeding regime that incorporates the use of beneficial bacteria, NOP 
and OMRI certified organic molasses based carbohydrate products, and compost teas while never using 
plant growth regulator chemicals. All nutrient mixes will be quality assured and measured using pH and 
PPM measurement tools to allow for plants to uptake at maximum efficiency levels.  The only gas that 
Catalyst Cannabis Co. intends on using in our cultivation facility is carbon dioxide CO2, as a plant growth 
enhancer.  We will engage the services of Anchorage CO2 provider Air Liquide who will professional 
install, provide, and service our cultivation facility of all of our CO2 needs.  Our CO2 supply will be stored 
in a secured 750 lb. tank located within our cultivation facility and then be piped using durable plastic 
tubing throughout the facility to the applicable rooms requiring CO2 for marijuana plant growth.  Each 
cultivation facility room will have aCO2 regulating device installed in order to regulate and monitor CO2 
levels at all times.  Establishing best practices for the cultivation and handling of marijuana entails the 
entire plant life cycle spectrum, including all aspects of macro cultivation and agricultural practices for 
marijuana plants in the vegetative and flowering phases.  All employees will be trained on the overall 
vegetative and flowering processes, prevalent cannabinoid compounds for particular varietals, flowering 
times and differences between diverse varietals, environmental considerations, watering frequency and 
timing, and integrated pest management practices. 


 


The Catalyst Cannabis Co. employee training process will involve physical plant inspections during all 
growth phases.  Plant inspection training will correlate with all anticipated cultivation facility programs 
involving fertilizers, biological chemicals, gases, delivery systems, and environments to include ideal 
airflow models, water and nutrient exchange processes, light intensity scaling, CO2 PPM presence, and 
overall temperature and humidity factors.  Employees will be taught how to keep accurate records to 







learn from successes and failures; track factors that potentially caused changes in the final marijuana 
flower, and document the appearance and/or spread of disease and/or pests.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. 
cultivation protocols will train employees to keep and maintain detailed logs on the overall daily 
cultivation environment to include irrigation frequencies, nutrients utilized, and the pH and PPM of 
effluent water runoff.  Employee cultivation education will focus heavily on the watering, feeding, 
nutrient compounding, fertilization pH presence, and biological chemical science of healthy plant 
management.  Marijuana responds positively to ample light water and CO2 and too much water, CO2, 
and nutrient feeding can be detrimental to the health of the plant and potentially lead to fungal 
diseases.  Most nutrient product lines require a buffer in the form of acids that are either base or 
alkaline and different growth mediums require unique pH ranges for optimal growth.  Furthermore, our 
employees will be trained on horticultural practices involving beneficial bacteria and fungus that 
metabolize minerals and salts into useable plant nutrients.  A healthy root zone displays a wide variety 
of beneficial bacterial and fungal growth and this micro-herd has the ability to break down extracellular 
material into a useable plant metabolite while also acting as a natural pesticide.  Employees will have a 
good understanding that marijuana is considered to be a heavy feeding plant, requiring more nutrients 
than most agricultural crops.  To this end, Catalyst Cannabis Co. will be implementing a drain to waste 
system.  By allowing excess effluent water to be discharged to waste keeps nutrients from precipitating 
chemical fixation in the plant root zone.  When certain fertilizers, biological chemicals, and gases 
become fixated in the soil, the mobility of other nutrients and fertilizers are impacted, which could 
cause nutritional deficiencies that can lead to fungal and/or pest problems.  All Catalyst Cannabis Co. 
cultivation facility employees will be trained on flushing techniques, the process of watering a plant with 
only H20 in order to “flush” any remaining undesirable chemicals or compounds used during the 
cultivation process.  We will ensure that our employees flush plants for 14 days or at a minimum when 
the effluent from the plants has a PPM reading equal or less than the fresh water reservoir as proper 
flushing is imperative to cultivating clean, high quality marijuana. 


  







Describe the marijuana cultivation facility’s irrigation and waste water systems to be used: 


Catalyst Cannabis Co. will be drawing its water for marijuana cultivation from the Anchorage municipal 
water utility source and system.  To remove excess chlorides that may be present in the water, we will 
install a Hydro-Logic Tall Boy sediment filtration system.  This filtration system will remove up to 90% of 
sediment larger than 5 microns.  The removal of excess chlorides from the water will ensure a vibrant 
population of beneficial microorganisms in the plant’s root system making for more efficient nutrient 
uptake and cleaner effluent runoff.  We intend on implementing a drain to waste system that assists in 
flushing excess nutrients and to offset that impact Catalyst Cannabis Co. will collect effluent runoff for 
treatment and reuse where possible. Our filtered water will be held in intermediate bulk containers 
made of plastic composites that are white or opaque in color.  Water will be transferred to either 
nutrient solution containers or into an industrial grade 44-gallon Brute waste receptacle with rolling 
casters for movement.  Catalyst Cannabis Co. intends utilizing trays and tables that have been 
specifically designed for marijuana cultivation that directs all excess effluent water runoff to a dedicated 
waste drain for collection.  With regard to fertilizers and biological chemical disposal, all unused 
nutrients and approved cultivation liquids will be diluted with the appropriate amount of water before 
being discharged into a water supply.  All fertilizers and biological chemicals approved for use on 
marijuana and most 25 B exempt products will also be diluted with appropriate amounts of water 
before being discharged into a water supply.  All Catalyst Cannabis Co. employees will be educated and 
trained to high levels of horticulture sciences comprehension and good cultivation processes that 
provide safe access to high quality marijuana.  Our cultivation facility will be utilizing in one capacity or 
another drip irrigation and micro irrigation equipment, hydroponic modalities, nutrient film techniques, 
and aero fogging nutrient delivery systems, but focusing on the hand cultivation and watering for all of 
our plants.   


 


We will keep onsite records of water quality testing and records will be available for inspection upon 
Marijuana Control Board or federal, state, or local regulatory agency request such as the Anchorage 
Water and Wastewater Utility agency.  


  







Describe the odor control method(s) to be used and how the marijuana cultivation facility will 
ensure that any marijuana at the facility does not emit an odor that is detectable by the public 
from outside the facility: 
Catalyst Cannabis Co. is committed to being an upstanding and responsible business neighbor and 
Anchorage community member.  To that end, we take odor control seriously and have a comprehensive 
plan to ensure that any marijuana at our facility does not emit an odor that is detectable by the public 
from outside the facility.  To accomplish this, each flower room will a utilize carbon filtered exhaust 
system in order to reduce outside odor.  .  In the trim and dry room, we plan to operate the same Can 
filters and fans as the flower rooms recirculating the air to reduce the smell and improve air quality.  Our 
ventilation system has been thoughtfully designed, from scrubbing air with activated carbon filters that 
clean 99.5% of odor from the air to our exhaust process through UL listed ventilation fans.  By utilizing 
carbon filters, industrial exhaust fans, a closed loop hrydronic airconditioner, and cultivation best 
practices, the aim of Catalyst Cannabis Co. is to prevent internal smells from becoming external 
nuisances. 


 









